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May 7, 2004
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Mail Stop O-PI -17
Washington, DC 20555-0001
SUBJECT:

Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2
Docket No. 50-315 and 50-316
License Renewal Application - Response to Requests for
Additional Information on Scoping and Screening Results
(TAC Nos. MC 1202 and MC 1203)

Dear Sir or Madam:
By letter dated October 31, 2003, Indiana Michigan Power Company (I&M)
submitted an application to renew the operating licenses for Donald C. Cook
Nuclear Plant (CNP), Units I and 2.
In the course of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) review process, the
NRC staff transmitted a number of draft requests for additional information
(RAIs) to I&M. In a public meeting held on April 13, 2004, the Staff instructed
I&M to consider these draft RAIs final, and provide responses as required to
support NRC review of the. license renewal application (LRA). This letter
provides I&M's responses to LRA Section 2 RAIs received prior to
April 1, 2004.
The enclosure to this letter provides an affirmation pertaining to the statements
made in this letter. Attachment 1 provides I&M's responses to RAIs;
Attachment 2 provides a copy of the nuclear sampling system flow diagrams, as
required to facilitate the review of the response to RAI 2.3.3.3-5. There are no
new commitments contained in this submittal.
Should you have any questions, please contact Mr. Richard J. Grumbir, Project
Manager, License Renewal, at (269) 697-5141.
Sincerely,
M
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M. K. Nazar
/
Senior Vice P ident and Chief Nuclear Officer
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Attachments:
1. Response to Requests for Additional Information for the Donald C. Cook
Nuclear Plant License Renewal Application - Scoping and Screening Results
2. Flow Diagrams for the Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2,
OP-1-5141G-2, and
Nuclear Sampling System (OP-1-5141B-44,
OP-2-5141 G-2)

C:

J. L. Caldwell, NRC Region III
K. D. Curry, AEP Ft. Wayne
J. T. King, MPSC
J. G. Lamb, NRC Washington DC
J. G. Rowley, NRC Washington DC
MDEQ - WHMD/HWRPS
NRC Resident Inspector
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AFFIRMATION

1, Mano K. Nazar, being duly sworn, state that I am Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear
Officer of American Electric Power Service Corporation and Vice President of Indiana Michigan
Power Company (I&M), that I am authorized to sign and file this request with the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission on behalf of I&M, and that the statements made and the matters set
forth herein pertaining to I&M are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information,
and belief.
American Electric Power Service Corporation

M. K. Nazar

I

Senior Vice Presi

nt and Chief Nuclear Officer

SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED BEFORE ME
THIS

_

_

DAY OF

0Y/U

,2004

&'CLdc Acucc"
14otarbQlie

My Commission Expires

( Q|10 |ZO(

BRIDGET TAYLOR
Notary Public, Berrien County, MI
My Commission Expires Jun. 10, 2007
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Response to Requests for Additional Information for the
Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant License Renewal Application - Scoping and Screening Results
This attachment provides Indiana Michigan Power Company's (I&M's) responses to the
Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant (CNP) License Renewal Application (LRA) Section 2 Requests
for Additional Information (RAls) received prior to April 1, 2004.

RAI 2.1-1:
10 CFR 54(a)(1)(iii) requires, in part, that the applicant consider Within the scope of license
renewal those systems, structures, and components [SSCs] that ensure the capability to prevent
or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could result in potential offsite exposures
comparable to those referred to in §50.34(a)(1), §50.67(b)(2), or §100.11. In discussions writh
the D.C Cook license reneit'alproject team, the NRC staff noted that the applicanthas submitted
a license amendment application to allow use of the alternate source tern? (AST) methodology
for control room habitability and offsite dose analyses. The staff has approved use of the
alternate source term for control room habitability dose evaluations, but use of the alternate
source term methodology for offsite dose evaluations has not yet been approved The staff
requests that the applicant describe how the use of the alternate source term method was
factored into their scoping evaluations and to specifically identify the impact of the alternate
source methodology on the scoping of safety-related SSCs pursuant to JO CFR 54.4(a)(7).
Additionally, i'th regardto the portion of the AST methodology currently uinder reviewv by the
staff, the applicantshould describe theirplansfor evaluating the license renewal scoping impact
should the staff approve use of the ASTfor offsite dose consequences evaluations.
I&M Response to RAI 2.1-1:
The license amendment request to allow the use of the AST methodology for control room dose
calculations was approved in two separate license amendments. The first license amendment,
License Amendments 258 (Unit 1) and 241 (Unit 2), Reference 1, accepted the use of the AST
for the fuel handling accident aspects of the control room dose calculations. The second license
amendment, License Amendments 271 (Unit 1) and 252 (Unit 2), Reference 2, accepted the use
of the AST for the remainder of the control room dose calculations. The use of the AST method,
as approved in these license amendments, does not impact the scoping of safety-related SSCs
pursuant to 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1). The use of the AST methodology affected operating limits and
analysis input parameters, which in turn affected some equipment performance requirements.
However, the AST methodology established no new equipment functional requirements (i.e., no
new or different equipment was credited for the revised control room dose analyses, and no new
or different operational modes were required of equipment already credited in the analyses).
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The question indicated that I&M has submitted a license amendment application to allow use of
the AST methodology for offsite dose analyses. I&M's only licensing action with respect to
adoption of the AST methodology is the license amendment pertaining to the control room dose
analyses. I&M has no current plans to request a license amendment to credit the AST for the
offsite dose analyses. Should I&M pursue this activity in the future, any changes to equipment
functional requirements that would result from the new analyses will be evaluated in accordance
with established design control processes. If a license amendment regarding AST should occur
prior to issuance of the renewed operating license, the resultant changes to the current licensing
basis (CLB) wvill be evaluated to determine if they materially affect the contents of the LRA, and
if so, addressed in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21 (b).

References for RAI 2.1-1
1. Letter from J. F. Stang, NRC, to R. P. Powers, I&M, "Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant, Units I
and 2 - Issuance of Amendments (TAC Nos. MA9394 and MA9395)," dated
November 13, 2001 (License Amendments 258 and 241)
2. Letter from J. F. Stang, NRC, to A. C. Bakken III, I&M, "Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant,
Units I and 2 - Issuance of Amendments (TAC Nos. MB5318 and MB5319)," dated
November 14, 2002 (License Amendments 271and 252)

RAI 2.1-2:
10 CFR 54.4(a)(7)(iii) requires, in part, that the applicant consider within the scope of license
renewval those systems, structures, and components that ensure the capability to prevent or
mitigate the consequences of accidents which could result in potential offsite exposures
comparable to those referred to in § 50.34(a)(1), § 50.67(b)(2), or § 100.11. In Section 2.1.1.1,
"Application of Safety-Related Scoping Criteria," of the LRA, the applicant stated that, because
of plant-unique considerations or preferences, some components classified as safety-related in
the facility database did not perform any of the safety-related intended functions of
10 CFR 54.4(a)(1). The applicant stated that these components may have been considered
outside the scope of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1). During the audit, the applicant described the process
used to evaluate components classified as safety-related that did not perform a safety-related
intendedfinction. As part of the process, the applicant stated that the safety-classification of
many safety-related components was re-evaluated in order to reconcile differences betlieen
scoping determinationsandfacility databaseinformation. The staff requests a description of the
process used during license renewal scoping activities to disposition components classified as
safety-related that do not perform a safety-related intended finction. In particular, the staff
requiresthe following information:
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a. A description of any components or structures classified as safety-related in the facility
safety-classification database that were not included within the scope of license renewal
criteria. This description should include the basis for
tinder the 10 CFR 54.4(a)(a)
determining that these components do not perform a safety related intendedfinction. The
response should also indicate if these components were included within the scope of license
renewual tinder a different scoping criteria(e.g. § 54.4(a)(2) or (a)(3)).
b. Describe how components originally classified as safety-related in the component cooling
itwater miscellaneous header were addressedduring scoping evaluations.
c. Describe the process used to reconcile the facility databasesafety classification information
with scoping intendedfiunction determinations. In particular,the staff requests a description
of the process including the scope of the review used to re-evaluate the safety classification
of SSCs to reconcile disparitieswmith intendedfiunction determinations.
I&M Response to RAI 2.1-2:
a. The basis for identifying components that perform a safety-related intended function,
consistent with NEI 95-10, was initiated by developing a list of plant systems commonly
referred to in the CNP CLB, as defined in 10 CFR 54.3, and other information sources. The
key information sources that form the CLB include the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR), Technical Specifications, and docketed licensing correspondence. The systems
and structures list was developed from these CLB documents and other information sources,
including the Facility Database (FDB). The FDB was generally not consulted for safety
classification of electrical components because of the bounding approach used as described
in LRA Section 2.5. Likewise, the FDB was generally not consulted for safety classification
of structural components because they often have no unique identifiers such as those given to
mechanical components, as described in LRA Section 2.1.2.2.1.
Functions for mechanical systems were then identified based on reviews of CLB
documentation and other information sources, including the Maintenance Rule Program
Database, and the Expanded System Readiness Review Reports. Mechanical system
evaluation boundaries were established to include components that support system intended
functions as required by the criteria of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1).
Within the system evaluation boundary, long-lived passive components that perform or
support an intended function without moving parts or a change in configuration or properties
were subject to aging management review. LRA drawings were then created by marking
mechanical flow diagrams to indicate only those components within the system evaluation
boundaries that require an aging management review. However, components that are within
the scope of license renewal based solely on the criterion of 1O CFR 54.4(a)(2) are not
generally indicated on the drawings but are described in LRA Section 2.3 and listed in
LRA Table 3.3.2-11.

-
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This process identified some passive, long-lived mechanical components (mostly small
valves) classified in the FDB as "QAN" (safety-related) that did not appear to perform a
safety-related support function. Condition reports were uvritten to track safety classification
determinations (SCDs) and the FDB updates.
A comprehensive comparison of the mechanical components classified as safety-related in
the FDB to the mechanical components not subject to aging management review was also
performed during February 2003 after the aging management review reports were completed.
This comparison confirmed that the vast majority of the passive, long-lived mechanical
components classified as QAN in the FDB that were not subject to aging management review
were under evaluation in accordance with the SCD process and were being tracked by
condition reports. The comparison also identified a small number of additional components
(thermowells, valves, and conoseals) that required aging management review. These
additional components were subsequently included in the aging management review reports.
This comparison provided re-assurance that all components with a safety function had been
included in the scope of license renewal. Note that the FDB was not used as the primary
basis for inclusion of components subject to aging management, but rather was used as a tool
to confirm that all components with a safety-related function were properly and correctly
subjected to aging management review.
A follow-up comparison was performed in January 2004 using similar criteria noted in the
This comparison identified a few passive, long-lived
comparison discussed above.
mechanical components associated with the component cooling water (CCW) system seal
water and letdown heat exchangers that had not been reclassified from safety-related to
nonsafety-related by the tracking condition reports listed in the February 2003 comparison.
These CCW system components are subject to aging management review for
IO CFR 54.4(a)(2) considerations only, and were not highlighted on the associated LRA
drawings. This review also identified a temporary instrument connection isolation valve that
was in scope and was included in the applicable aging management review. However, this
valve, I-RC-131, the pressurizer vent to the pressurizer relief tank vent valve, was not
highlighted on drawing LRA-1-5128A at location K7, but should have been.
This comparison identified a small number of system components (typically valves, flex
hoses, and dampers) in several systems that do not perform an intended function as defined in
10 CFR 54.4(a)(1), 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2), or 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3). Currently, these components
are conservatively classified as safety-related in the FDB, and may be considered for future
re-classification. The components are characterized below:
1. Spare components that are not currently installed in the plant.
2. Test point identifiers that have an FDB number for ease of identification only.
3. Control air manual emergency vent valves. These valves are located on air lines that
do not have a pressure boundary intended function.
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4. Heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) damper compressed air flow
control valves. These valves are located on compressed air lines that do not have a
pressure boundary intended function.
5. Compressed air flex hoses. The flex hoses are located on air lines that do not have a
pressure boundary intended function.
6. A compressed air system ring header shutoff valve. This valve is located on a
compressed air line that does not have a pressure boundary intended function.
7. A future storage heater inlet shutoff valve.
8. Waste gas compressor check and shutoff valves. These valves are located on waste
gas oxygen analyzer lines (1/2-inch) that do not have a pressure boundary intended
function.
9. A purge exhaust vent backdraft damper. This damper is located on a duct that does
not have a pressure boundary intended function.
This comparison also identified a small number of system components (typically valves and
thermowells) in several systems that do not perform an intended function as defined in
10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) or 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3), but are in scope for license renewal because they have
a 1O CFR 54.4(a)(2) spatial interaction intended function. Currently, these components are
conservatively classified as safety-related in the FDB, and may be considered for future safety
classification downgrades. The components are characterized below:
1. Demineralized water system manual makeup isolation valves to the CCW surge tank.
These valves are upstream of the CCW system license renewal pressure boundary.
2. The CCW system radiation detector sample isolation shutoff valve. This valve is
outside of the CCW system license renewal pressure boundary.
3. Main steam trip and throttle valve condensate drain valves. The valves are not within
the main steam system license renewal pressure boundary.
4. Pressurizer relief tank drain shutoff valves. These are drain valves for the pressurizer
relief tank, which does not have an intended function.
5. Thermowells. The thermowells are downstream of the pressurizer safety valves,
which form the license renewal boundary for 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1).
6. Reactor coolant tank drain shutoff valves. These valves are located on a line that
does not have a pressure boundary intended function.
7. The monitor tank transfer pump discharge to circulating water (CW) discharge tunnel
drain valve. This valve is located on a line that does not have a pressure boundary
intended function.
8. A secondary sampling shutoff valve. This valve is located on a line that does not
have a pressure boundary intended function.
In conclusion, all long-lived, passive mechanical components that perform a 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1)
intended function were found to be subject to aging management review. No exceptions were
noted.
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b. Components originally classified as safety-related (including those in the
miscellaneous header) that were subsequently re-classified to nonsafety-related
addressed/evaluated using the SCD process. The process for judging if components
safety-related function is described in response "a" above, while the SCD process is
summarized below from the CNP procedure.

CCW
were
have a
briefly

The SCD evaluator/preparer identifies and reviews the design output documents (e.g., system
descriptions, ISVI/ST lists, the Environmental Qualification Equipment List, flow diagrams,
electrical elementary diagrams, wiring diagrams, one-line drawings) that describe the
functions and the safety classification of the component. The system safety functions and
component safety functions are listed on a SCD form along with a discussion of the basis for
the safety classification. The discussion documents the justification for the safety
classification, including a failure evaluation, if appropriate. Review and approval of the SCD
are in accordance with the procedure. The FDB is updated as required following approval of
the SCD.
c. A list of safety-related mechanical components was derived from the FDB. This FDB list
was compared to a list of passive, long-lived mechanical components that were determined to
be subject to aging management review, based on the scoping intended function
determination. A listing of the component types subject to aging management review is
provided in the LRA Section 2 tables, with a more detailed list provided in each of the
mechanical aging management reports.
Reconciliation was performed in February 2003, and again in January 2004. Details of these
reviews are described further in the response to Part "a" of this question.
Both
reconciliations determined that the long-lived, passive mechanical components that perform a
10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) intended function were subject to aging management review. No
exceptions were noted.
Note that the FDB was not used as the primary basis for inclusion of components subject to
aging management review, but rather wvas used as a tool to confirm that all components with
a safety-related function were properly and correctly subjected to aging management review.

RAI 2.1-3:
Bfy letters dated December 3, 200], and March 15, 2002, the Nuclear Regulatoly Commnission
('NRC) issued a staffposition to the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) }which described areas to be
considered and options it expects licensees to use to dletermine wthat systems, structures, or
components (SSCs) meet the 10 CFR 54.4(a) (2) criterion (i.e., all nonsafeyw-related SSCs iChose
failure could prevent satisfactory accomplishment of anys safety-related fiunctions identified in
paragraphls(a)(I)1(i), (ii), (ii) of this section).
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The December 3 d letter provided specific examples of operating experience which identified
pipe failure events (unmnarized in Information Notice (IA) 2001-09, "Aain Feedivtater System
Degradation in Safety Related ASAME Code Class 2 Piping Insile the Containment of a
Pressurized Water Reactor') and the approaches that the ANRC considers acceptable to
letermine which piping systems should be included in scope based on the 54.4(a) (2) criterion.
The AMarch 15 ,h letterfirther described the staffjs expectationsfor the evaluation of non-piping
SSCs to determine which acditionialnonisafety relatedSSCs are wiithin scope. The position states
that applicantsshould not consider hypotheticalfailutres,but rathershould base their evaluation
on the plant 's current licensing basis (CLB), engineeringjudgment and analyses, and relevant
operatingexperience. The letterfirther describes operatingexperience as all documnented plant
specific and industry *tide experience which can be Used to determine the plausibility of a
failure.
Operating experience doculmentation sources would include NRC generic
communications and event reports, plant specific condition reports, industry reports such as
SOERs, and engineeringevaluations.
Based on a review of the license renewal application (LRA), the applicant's scoping and
screening implementation procedures, and discussions with the applicant, the staff determined
that additional information is required wioth respect to certain aspects of the applicant s
evaluation of the 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) scoping criteria. Please address the following issues:
a: For nonsafety-related piping attached to safety related piping, the applicant stated in
LRA Section 2.1.1.2.2, "Spatial Failures of ANonsafety-Related SSCsj' that the
nonsafety-related piping and supports up to and including the first equivalent anchor
beyond the safety/nonsafety interface wevere within the scope of license renewal and
subject to aging management review. However, during the audit, the applicant stated
that the location of the first equivalent anchor point has not been physically located in
the as-built plant. Therefore, the staff requires additional information regarding the
process Used by/ the applicant to ensure that all nonsafety-components and structures
between the safety/nonsafety interface and the first equivalent anchor point Here
adequately considered during scoping. In particular,the applicant should describe the
method used to ensure that all material/environnient combinations beta 'een the
safety/nonsafety interface and the first equivalent anchor is'ere considered during aging
management review.
b: Section 2.1.1.2.2, "Spatial Failures of Nonsafety-Related SSCs," of the LRA states that
nonsafety-related systems and nonsafety-related portions of safety-related systems
containing stean or liquid that are near safety-related equipment are considered itithin
the scope of license renecial per 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2). I-Iow ever, this section of the LRA
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also states that long-ternm exposure to conditions resultingfrom afailednonsafety-related
SSC (such as leakage or spray) is not considered credible. The staff requests that the
applicant clarify its position and methodology relalive to the considerationof spray and
ii'etting of safety-related SSCs daue to the failure of nonsafety-related equipment.
Specifically, the applicantshould address the followting:
1. Clarify how the determination that long-tern exposure to conditions resultingfrom a
failed nonsafety-relatedSSC was not consideredcredible was applied during scoping
evaluations. Specifically address if nonsafety-related SSCs were excludedffrom the
scope of license renewal based on this determination.
2. Describe howti the effects of short-termn wetting and spray on passive and active
safety-related SSCs were consideredduring 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) scoping. During the
methodology audit, the applicant indicated that the methodology for evaluating
spatial interactions assumed that safety-related SSCs were capable of withstanding
short-term duration spray and wetting wiithout loss of intended fiuction. The
applicant should clarify howe the effects of short tern spray and wtetting wtere
considereddturing scoping. Furthermore, if it was assumed that safety-related SSCs
could withstand short-term spray or wetting wiithout loss of intendedfiunction, the
applicantshould describe the basisfor this assumption.
3. Identify if the wtalkdown aging management program described in Section B.]. 38,
"System JWalkdown, " of the LRA was Used as the sole aging management program
for any nonsafety-related structures or components that could potentially spatially
interact wsith safety-related SSCs. If the effects of agingfor any nonsafety-related
SSC are managed solely by the system vwalkdowtn aging management program, the
applicant should describe how the effects of short ternm spray and ltetting it-ere
consideredduringscoping and aging management review evaluations.
In addressing each of the above issues, if your review indicates that use of the scoping
methodology screened out potential nonsafety-related SSCs that could spatially interact with
safety-related SSCs, describe any additional scoping evaluations performed to address the
10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) criteria. As part of your response, list any additionalSSCs inclulded itwithin
scope as a result of your efforts, and list those SCs for wi'hich aging management reviewus were
conducted, and for each SC describe the aging management programs, as applicable, to be
creditedfor managing the identified aging effects.
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I&M Response to RAI 2.1-3:
a. For nonsafety-related piping connected to safety-related piping, the piping and supports up to
the first equivalent anchor beyond the safety/nonsafety interface are within the scope of
license renewal and subject to aging management review. The safety/nonsafety interface is
shown on the LRA drawings. However, the exact location of the equivalent anchor is not
shown on these drawings. To assure that all material and environmental combinations were
included in the LRA aging management review summary tables, a review of Group 1
systems was performed. As defined in LRA Section 2.3.3.11, Group I systems are those
within the scope of license renewal for 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) or 10 CFR 54.4a(3), as well as
10 CFR 54.4a(2). Piping classifications beyond the license renewal boundary indicated on
the drawings for these systems were reviewed to ensure that no new material and
environmental combinations exist. Piping was traced from the license renewal boundary
back to an obvious anchor point (e.g., a larger line, a larger component such as a pump, heat
exchanger, etc.) to identify piping classification changes. This approach assured that the
piping reviewed would include the first equivalent anchor. If a piping material or
environmental change was identified, it was compared with the aging management review
results for that system or a connected system to validate that the material and environmental
combination was addressed.
The essential service water (ESW) and CCW systems did not require a drawing review. As
indicated in the aging management review results tables, LRA Tables 3.3.2-2 and 3.3.2-3, all
possible material (carbon steel, stainless steel, and copper alloy) and environmental
combinations for these two systems have been addressed, since the CNP piping
specifications allow only these materials.
Review of the Group I systems confirmed that all applicable material and environmental
combinations up to and including the first equivalent anchor were included in
LRA Section 3.0, Aging Management Review Results.
b. Clarification of the methodology relative to the consideration of spray and wetting of
safety-related SSCs due to the failure of nonsafety-related equipment is provided in the
following paragraphs.
1. LRA Section 2.1.1.2.2, under the heading Leaka e, Spra, or FIOOdim1', states that
"Long-term exposure to conditions resulting from a failed nonsafety-related SSC (such as
leakage or spray) is not considered credible." This conclusion was not applied during
scoping evaluations. If a steam or liquid-filled nonsafety-related system (or nonsafetyrelated portion of a safety-related system) was in a safety-related building, then that
system was considered in scope for 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) regardless of potential exposure
duration. Nonsafety-related SSCs were not excluded from the scope of license renewal
based on the consideration that long-term exposure to conditions resulting from a failed
nonsafety-related SSC was not credible.
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2. The potential for wetting or spray on passive and active safety-related components was
considered in scoping evaluations. Nonsafety-related systems containing steam or liquid
that are near safety-related equipment are considered in scope for 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2)
regardless of potential exposure duration. An assumption that safety-related SSCs could
withstand short-term spray or wetting without loss of intended function was not applied
during scoping or screening.
3. As indicated in LRA Table 3.3.2-11, the System Walkdown Program is credited as the
sole aging management program for some nonsafety-related components that could
spatially interact with safety-related SSCs. As stated above, the duration of potential
spray or wetting was not a consideration during scoping. The System Walkdown
Program, as described in LRA Appendix B.1.38, is considered adequate since it requires
periodic walkdowns that will detect and correct failures caused by long-term exposure to
spray or wetting. Short-term exposure is not a concern for passive components such as
valve bodies and piping. Active safety-related component failures due to short-term
exposure would be detected in the course of normal operation or through monitoring
required by the Maintenance Rule and appropriate corrective actions would be taken.
This is consistent with the Statement of Considerations (SOC) that states,
"On the basis of consideration of the effectiveness of existing programs
which monitor the performance and condition of systems, structures, and
components that perform active functions, the Commission concludes that
structures and components associated only with active functions can be
generically excluded from a license renewal aging management review.
Functional degradation resulting from the effects of aging on active
functions is more readily determinable, and existing programs and
requirements are expected to directly detect the effects of aging."
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RAI 2.1-4:
LRA Section 2.1.2.41.1, Packing. Gaskets, Component Seals, andt O-rings, states that "These
types of consinnables are consideredsubcomponents of the idlentified components and, therefore
are not subject to their oil'n condlition or petformance Monitoring il'here it can be dlemzonstrated
that one of the following condlitions exist:

*

The sealing materials are short-lived because hlley are replaced on a fixedfrequency
or have a qualiflied life established (e.g., for EQ pu7rposes), or

*

The sealing materialsare not relied onl in the CLB to maintain either:
r'

Leakage below establishedlimits, or

1' System pressuresqfficiently high to dleliver specifiedflow rates.
Discuss how it was denmonstrated that the types of consumnables liscussed in this section were nlot
subject to their owt'n condition or performance monitoring.
I&M Rcsponsc to RAI 2.1-4:
During aging management reviews, consumable subcomponents, such as packing, gaskets, seals,
and o-rings, were determined not to be subject to aging management review. The two criteria
discussed in LRA Section 2.1.2.4.1 are (a) sealing materials that are short-lived because they are
replaced on a fixed frequency or have a qualified life and (b) sealing materials not relied on to
maintain leakage below limits and not relied on to maintain system pressure high enough to
deliver required flows. The following paragraphs provide a summary of the results of the
application of these two criteria.
(a) Sealing materials that are considered short-lived include:
* electrical component sealing materials with a qualified environmental qualification (EQ)
life;
* reactor vessel 0-rings that are periodically replaced; and
* reactor coolant pump (RCP) seals that are periodically monitored and replaced as needed
consistent with the criteria in WCAP-14575-A, Aging Management Evaluation for
Class I Piping anid Associated Pressure Boundacla Comnponents, Section 3.1 .7. The RCP
seals are a highly visible and closely monitored element of the reactor coolant system.
I&M maintains site-specific procedures specifying performance monitoring and
inspection activities of these seals and subsequent seal replacement based on the results
of these activities. Additionally, RCP seal leakage is closely monitored as controlled
leakage in the CNI' technical specifications.
These performance and condition
have
proven
effective
in
identifying
conditions indicative of RCP
monitoring activities
seal degradation; thereby allowing I&M to replace these components prior to failure.
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(b) Sealing materials that are not required to maintain pressure boundary integrity include:
.

pressurizer manway gaskets, which do not require aging management review, as
evaluated

in WCAP-14574-A,

License Reneiral Evaluation: Aging Alanagement

Evaluationfor Pressurizers,Section 2.2; and
*

other packing, gaskets, component seals, and 0-rings that are not considered pressure
boundaries per ASME Section III.

Structural sealants required to maintain positive or negative pressure for a space or used to
provide flood and fire barriers are subject to aging management review and are included in the
LRA in Sections 2.4.5, 3.5.2.1.1, and 3.5.2.1.5; and in Tables 2.4-1, 2.4-5, 3.5.1 (item 3.5.1-6),
3.5.2-1, and 3.5.2-5.
The review summarized above demonstrates that sealing materials were adequately evaluated to
provide reasonable assurance that either the materials are not subject to aging management
review or the aging effects on these materials will be effectively managed during the period of
extended operation.

RAI 2.1-5:
During the audit, the applicant was unable to adequateliy describe the evaluation that it'as
performed to dletermnine if an.Y insulation installed in the plant was required to support ally
systenm intencledfitnctions identified during the scoping process. As a result the staff requests
that the applicant describe an)' intended functions peiformted bya insulation or the basis for
cletermining that insulation (e.g. piping insulation) did not meet the scoping criteriadescribed in
10 CFR 54.4(a)(1), (a)(2) or (ac)(3).
I&M Response to RAI 2.1-5:
In some internal plant locations, piping insulation serves the intended function of limiting heat
loss in order to reduce area heat loads during an accident. Insulation that functions only to
maintain the environment (temperature) during normal operation does not perform an intended
function as described in 10 CFR 54.4. An example of such insulation is that which is installed
on hot piping in containment. Degradation of this insulation could result in local concrete
temperature exceeding the temperature assumed for the environment in the aging management
review. H-lowever, maintaining the environment assumed for the aging management reviewv is
not an intended function, as described in 10 CFR 54.4. NUREG-1801, Generic Aging Lessons
Learned (GALL) Report, recommends further evaluation for concrete exposed to elevated
temperatures; however, NUREG-I 800, Stanclard ReWiewt Plan for Revieu, of License Renewral

Applications of Nuclear Powser Plants, Section 3.5.3.2.2.1, states that further evaluation of
concrete at elevated temperature is necessary only if the concrete is not covered by the structures
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monitoring program. Concrete is included in the CNIP Structures Monitoring Program, which
provides assurance that aging effects, including those due to high temperature that could be
caused by insulation degradation, will not compromise the ability of the concrete to perform its
intended functions. Therefore, in accordance with the guidance specified in NUREG-1800,
further evaluation of this concrete is unnecessary, and the subject piping insulation is not subject
to aging management review.
Insulation that performs an intended function is indoors and hence is protected from the weather.
A review of CNP operating experience verified that the plant has not experienced aging-related
degradation of piping insulation in dry indoor environments. Therefore, based on operating
experience, there are no aging effects requiring management for indoor insulation at CNP. This
is consistent with NUREG-1705, Safety Evaluation Report Related to the License Renewal of
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear PoitrerPlant Units I and 2, which states: "The staff concludes that, even
if the CVCS [chemical and volume control system] relied on the insulation to perform any
accident mitigation functions, there are no plausible aging effects for the insulation that would
warrant an aging management program."

Page 14
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RAI 2.1-6:
The auldit team evaluated the quality attributes of the applicant s Aging Mllanagement Programn
(AjlP)acti ities descri/bed in Appendix B, "Aging Alcinacgem11ent lrogramzls and ylActivitiies, " oft/le
LRA.

Guidance for the stlaff revieit' of this area is contained in NUREG-1800, Section A.2,

"Quality Assurance for Aging i'ianagement Programs (Branch Technical Position 10M0B-I). "
As described in Branch Technical Position IQMB-I, the AMP qualily attribulesfor safetyrelated components and structures are adequately addbressed by the Quality Assurance
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. For nonsafety-related structures and components
subject to an AM1R, the applicant has the option to expand the scope of its 10 CFR Part 50
Appendlix B programn to include nonsafety-related structures tad components to address
corrective actions, the confirmationprocess, and administrativecontrols for aging moanagement
luring the period of extended operation. Based on the staff s evaluation, the quality attributes
(corrective iction, confirmantionprocess, and administrativecontrols) describedin Section B. 0.3,
"CNP Corrective Actions, Confirmation Process, and Alministrative Control," Ire consistent
with Branch Technical Position IQMB-I. Hoiiev'er, the team determined that the applicant has
not described the A/MP quality attributes in Appendix A, "Upldlted Final Saifety Analjis Report
Supplement. " Consistent with Branch Technical Position 10MIB-I, applicant should either
document a commitment to expand the scope of its 10 CFR Part 50 Appenhix B program to
include nonsafety-related structures and components subject to an AMIP to address the AM1P
quality attributes diuring the period of extended operation or propose an alternative means to
address this issue. The staff requests that the applicant clarify their commitments related to
addressing the quality attributes of AMIPs applicable to nonsafety-related structures (nd
components subject to aging management. The description in Appendix A should provide
sifficient information for the staff to determine if the quality atribultesfor the Appendix A. I
aging management programs tire consistent

*with the

review acceptance criteria contained in

NUREG-1800, Section A.2, "Quality Assurance for Aging Alanagement Programns (Branch
Tec/nical PositionIA0B-I). "
I&M Rcsponsc to RAI 2.1-6:
The "Standard Review Plan for the Review of License Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power
Plants" includes Branch Technical Position RLSB-1 Aging Management Review - Generic.
RLSB-1, Section A.1.2.3, "Aging Management Program Elements," Subsection A.1.2.3.8,
"Confirmation Process," states, "The confirmation process should be described.
The
confirmation process should ensure that preventive actions are adequate and that appropriate
corrective actions have been completed and are effective."
The CNP Corrective Action Program is an existing program for identifying, evaluating, and
correcting deficiencies and is implemented in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B and CNP's Quality Assurance Program Description (QAPD). Under the guidance
of the CNP QAPD, administrative procedures for corrective actions require that any deficiency
documented by an individual shall be evaluated, dispositioned. and either corrected or declared
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acceptable in accordance with the deficiency disposition. These procedures and instructions
provide guidance on documentation, evaluation, completion, and confirmation actions, including
follow-up of corrective actions. Accordingly, the confirmation process is part of the corrective
action program and the CNP Quality Assurance Program.
Therefore, deficiencies identified during the performance of inspections or activities associated
with any of the aging management programs or time-limited aging analyses wvill be entered into
the appropriate corrective action program and actions, including confirmation activities,
performed accordingly.
The CNP UFSAR Supplement (LRA Appendix A, Section A.2.1) wvill be revised as indicated by
the underlined paragraph below: (Note: This change is consistent with same change accepted by
the NRC for inclusion into the R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant UFSAR for license renewal
programs.)
A.2.1 AGING MANACGEMIENT I'ROGRAIS AND AcTI 'n'IES
The integrated plant assessment and the time-limited aging analyses for license renewal
identified existing and new aging management programs necessary to provide reasonable
assurance that structures and components within the scope of license renewal wxill
continue to perform their intended functions consistent with the CLB for the period of
extended operation. This section describes the aging management programs and
activities that will be required during the period of extended operation. Existing aging
management programs, including those requiring license renewal enhancements, are
described in the present tense; whereas new aging management programs that are
developed for license renewal are presented in the future tense.
The CNP Qualitv Assurance Program Description implements the requirements of
10 CFR 50. Appendix B. and is consistent with the summary in Section A.2 of
NUREG-1800. Standard Review Plan for the Review of license Renewal Applications
for Nuclear Power Plants. published July 2001. The Quality Assurance Program
Description includes the elements of corrective action, confirmation process, and
administrative controls, and is applicable to the safety-related and non-safety-related
structures. systems. and components that are within the scope of license renewal.

RAI 2.2-3:
In a comparison of the D. C. Cook units, the staff's reviell finds that, in general, the CANP LRA
does not id'entif' design differences in the systems and components for D. C. Cook Unit 1
compnred to Unit 2. D. C. Cook Units I and 2 l ere licensed approximately three yrears apart
and hiav'e a 5% difference in rated thermnalpoli'er.
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description of iie majoir design differLences heluteen the sysltens and
Provide a generall
components of Ithe two units. Expllain how these clifferneces havie been aclclressed in ti/e scoping
andscreening reviewpprocessfor i/ie correspondingsjsle~ns of tle Illo units.
I&MN Responsc to RAI 2.2-3:
The CNP units are essentially the same, and any design differences were reviewed in accordance
with the established process for scoping and screening. A general description of the noteworthy
design differences is provided below. These differences have already been addressed, as
required, in LRA Section 2 (Scoping and Screening), and Section 3 (Aging Management
Results).
(1) Turbine Generators
The Unit I turbine-generator was manufactured by the General Electric Company with an
The Unit 2 turbine-generator was
electro-hydraulic type turbine control system.
manufactured by Brown, Boveri and Company with a mechanical-hydraulic turbine control
system. Both control systems are functionally similar. As described in LRA Section 2.3.4.5,
the capability to trip the main turbine is a function required in support of the anticipated
transient without scram (ATWS) and station blackout events. This is the only intended
function of the mechanical components of the main turbine and is within the scope of license
renewal based on the criterion of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3). Tripping the main turbine requires
releasing hydraulic oil from the main turbine control system. If hydraulic control oil pressure
is lost, the trip function is completed. Mechanical pressure boundary integrity is not required
for this function to be met. Therefore, no passive mechanical components of the main
turbine require aging management review.
(2) Steam Generators
The Unit 2 steam generators (SGs) were replaced in 1988, and the Unit I SGs were replaced
in 2000. The Unit I SG replacement included installation of a new lower assembly
(including tube bundle), new steam drum internals, and a new feedwater distribution system.
The steam drum internals were installed in the refurbished, original steam drum shell. The
Unit 2 SG replacement included installation of a new lower assembly (including tube bundle)
and refurbishment of the upper assembly (steam drum) and associated internals. Design
differences in SG components and/or materials are further detailed in LRA Tables 2.3.1-5
and 3.1.2-5.
(3) Refueling Water Storage Tank
The Unit I refueling water storage tank is heated by means of heat tracing circuits. The
Unit 2 refueling swater storage tank is heated by means of a pump that recirculates tank water
through two electric heaters. Both tanks are insulated with 2-inch thick fiberglass insulation.
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The passive components for the Unit 2 heater circulation loop are included for aging
management, and are listed in LRA Tables 2.3.2-1 and 3.2.2-1.
(4) Reactor Fuel
The Unit I reactor core incorporates a 15 x 15 fuel assembly design, whereas the Unit 2
reactor core is comprised of an array of 17 x 17 fuel assemblies. LRA Section 2.3.3.12 notes
that the primary safety intended function of the fuel is to provide a barrier for fission
products. However, the fuel is not subject to aging management review because it is
periodically replaced.

RAI 2.2-4:
Section 1.4 of fihe CATP UFSAR notes that the dresign of Unit I preceded the adloption of ihe

10 CFR 50 Appendix A, General Design Criteria, andl therefore, /ie D. C. Cook plant w'as
designed and constructed to niCet the intent of the Proposed General Design Criteria,published

Jiul) 11, 1967. Use of the prelimninaiy version of the plant-specific dlesign criteria amlay have
resulted in significant differences in the licensing basesfor CzAP Units I and 2 fromz later PIWRs
of a similar design.
To facilitate f/ie staffs review, providle a stununajy description of the inipact of these differences

on the CATP design, includling f/e technical areas it'here these differences maye) impact the
scoping and screeningresultsfor the tii'o units.
I&M Rcsponsc to RAI-2.2-4:
The CNP Plant Specific Design Criteria (PSDC) define the principal criteria and safety
objectives for the CNP design. The PSDC discussed in Section 4 of the UFSAR applied I&M's
"understanding of the intent" of the General Design Criteria (GDC) proposed by the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC) in July 1967. The CNP PSDC, as presented in the Preliminary
Safety Analysis Report, were approved by reference when the construction permits were issued
by the AEC.
The application for the operating license, including the Final Safety Analysis Report, was
submitted on February 1, 1971, prior to the May 21, 1971, effective date of 1O CFR 50,
Appendix A. The AEC review ensured that, at a minimum, the CNP design met the PSDC by
evaluating the design against the more recent proposed GDC. This reviewv was documented in
Section 3.1 of the September 10, 1973, operating license Safety Evaluation Report (SER), which
acknowledged that CNP was not designed to, and I&M was not committed to, the "current
General Design Criteria," although the design meets these criteria:
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"The Cook plant was designed and constructed to meet the intent of the Proposed General
Design Criteria, published July 11, 1967. The Final Safety Analysis Report had been
filed with the Commission when revisions of the General Design Criteria were published
in February 1971 and July 7, 1971. We reviewed the plant design against the current
General Design Criteria and wve believe that the design meets these criteria."
The license renewal integrated plant assessment (IPA) was performed in accordance with the
requirements of IO CFR 54, and is consistent with the guidance provided by NEI 95-10,
"Industry Guideline for Implementing the Requirements of IO CFR 54 - License Renewal."
This review did not include a detailed comparison of the CNP design to the 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A GDC, but rather assessed the existing plant design, as described in the CLB, to
ensure that the structures and components requiring aging management are identified and that the
effects of aging are effectively managed to maintain the CLB.
As discussed in UFSAR Section 1.4.10, a number of specific aspects of the 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A GDC have become obligations or commitments applicable to the CNP design. If
these aspects were determined to be pertinent to the license renewal IPA, they were discussed or
referenced in the LRA. For example, LRA Section 2.3.3.6 (page 2.3-65) states that maintaining
dose to control room operators less than GDC-19 is a safety-intended function of the control
room ventilation system. Also, LRA Section 4.7.1.2 (page 4.7-3) discusses the leak-before-break
(LBB) analysis of the pressurizer surge line. This analysis credits provisions of GDC-4,
"Environmental and Dynamic Effects Design Basis," to exclude from the plant's design basis the
dynamic effects associated with postulated pipe rupture if analysis is approved by the NRC
demonstrating that the probability of pipe rupture is extremely low. NRC approval of the LBB
analysis is provided in LRA reference 4.7-3.
In summary, the CNP design, as approved by the NRC in the September 10, 1973, operating
license SER, was determined to meet the GDC that were current at the time of issuance of the
operating license (i.e., GDC published in IO CFR 50, Appendix A). l&M did not perform a
detailed comparison of the plant design to the GDC, but instead considered the plant design, as
described in the CLB, as the basis for the license renewal evaluations in the IPA. Specific cases
where I&M has committed to aspects of the 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC are discussed in
UFSAR Section 1.4.10, and the LRA, where appropriate.
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RAI 2.2-5:
Many LRA Section 2 tables (for example, Tables 2.3.3-2, 2.3.3-3, and 2.3.4-3) list 'fittings"as a
component type sublect to an AAIR having the intended fuiction of a pressure bounlcary.
Fittings normally inclulde the piping system components such aIs elboinv, tees, unions, redlucers,
caps, etc. Hows ever, the correspondlingLRA tablesfor the otheir auxiliaiy sjstemns (1and steam and
powier conversion systems (for example, Tables 2.3.3-5, 2.3.3-6, 2.3.3-11, 2.3.4-1, 2.3.4-2, and
2.3.4-4) (lo not includle the component type fittings, even though fittings are an integralpart of
these systems. Identif¼ components that are considleredl in the LRA tables as part of the
component groupfitlings, and explain why ithe component type 'fittings" is not included in some
of the LRA Section 2 tables.
I&M Response to RAI 2.2-5:
Piping system components such as elbows, tees, unions, reducers, and caps were included in
component type "Fittings." In some of the LRA Section 2 (and Section 3) tables, these piping
system components were included in component type "Piping." Fittings were included
separately in those LRA tables wvlhere a fittings listing was not identical to piping or manifold
(piping) listings in the table (i.e., differences exist between the materials or environments
applicable to the piping/manifold and those applicable to the fittings).
Where the
material/environment combinations applicable to the fittings were the same as the piping listings
in a table, a separate listing wxas not necessary. Regardless of which component type was used
for fittings that are an integral part of a system, all material and environmental combinations
present in passive, long-lived components that perform or support an intended function within
the system were reviewed and appropriately included for aging management.

RAI 2.2-6:
License renewal cdra~iings for the essential service it'atre systen for D.C. CCook, Unit 1 and
Unit 2, LRA-1-5113 and LRA-2-5113, show radiation monitoring alarnms, at locations M3 and
A16 on the droaisings. Sinilarly radiationmonitoring alarms are s/iown on the Unit I and Unit 2
license reneital dIrawrings of the component cooling wrater systein LRA-1-5135 and LRA-2-5135,
at locations J6 and J7. Clarifjy Whet/ir these alarms penetrate the pressure botundry of the
systeni piping. If they clo, as recomniended in Table 2.1-5 of ANUREG-1800 and Appendix B of
ANE 1 95-10, Revision 3, idlentifaj the radiation nmonitoring alarnisfor the au.xiliaryj systemns that
anil thus arce within the
support the intended fuction of maintaining the pressure boundlarim
scope of license reneiwal andl subject to an AIMR in accordance itlth the require-ments of
10 CFR 54.4(a)(1)(ii) and 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(l).
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I&M Response to RAI 2.2-6:
The pressure boundary passive mechanical component for these radiation detectors is included in
review of the ESW and CCW systems under the component type identified as "Detector well" in
LRA Tables 3.3.2-2 and 3.3.2-3.

RAI 2.3.3.1-1:
Section 2.3.3.1, "Spent Fzel Pool" (SFP) of the LRA states that "The printaty safely intended
function of the spent fitel pool system is to maintain adequate wvater inventoijy for shielding and
to prevtent criticality of the storedfiuel. " In a letter datedl Februaiy 4, 1992, in response to the
staff's request for additional information on a license amendment request for D. C. Cook,
Units I andl 2, the Inliana A'fichigan Power Company stated thefolloil'ing:
M1ake-up wvater to the [spent fiuel] pool can be obtained flroln several
reliable, permanently installed sources, including the [chemical and
volume control systenmi hold-up tank recirculationpum0p, demineralized
water supply, and [reactor wtater storage tanki. . . 11it7 these diverse
sources, make-up water will be readily available in the event of loss of
spent fiel pool cooling.
In the safety evaluation issued pursuiantto the above amendments (Amtendmhent ANos. 169 and 152
to licenses DPR-58 and DPR- 74for D. C. Cook, Units 1 and 2) dated .Janualy 14, 1993, the staff
stated thefollowving:

In the safety evaluation issued pursuant to Amiencdent Nlo. 32 to Facility
Operating License No. DPR-58 and Amendmnent No. 13 to Facility Operating
License No. DPR- 74for D. C. Cook, Units I and 2, respectively state that the
spent fiuel pool mneets the design criteria of Regulatory Guide 1.13 wt'hich
requiires a cliversity of nake up tater souirces to the spezt fiel pool. The SE
states that in a previous SEfor Amendment No. 32 mnd 13 to licenses DPR-58
and DPR- 74, the staffaccepted the chemzical and volume control systemn holdup tanks as the Seismic Category I source of mnake up iv'aler lo the SEP. The
hold-uip tank recirculationpunmp, it'hich is rated at 500 gpm, can be lused to
pumip itvaterfrom the hold uip tank to the SEP.
Howmever, the license reneiial drawving of the SFP, LRA-12-5136, does not showi' the source of
make-uip wraterfromn the chemical and volumne control systent (CI'CS) holId-tp tanks to the SFP
as being subject lo an AMR. .Justify the exclusion of the piping and components linking the
make-up w'ater source fromn the CVCS hold-up tanks, and at least one other nmake-up water
source to the SEP firon being subject to ain AMRI imi accordance wioth the requirements Of
10 CER 54.4 (a)(1)(iii) and 10 CER 54.21(a)(1).
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I&M Response to RAI 2.3.3.1-1:
The make-up water piping from the CVCS hold-up tanks to the SFP is not currently classified as
Seismic Class 1, nor has it ever been classified as Seismic Class 1. Consequently, these piping
and components are not subject to aging management review in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1)(iii).
Drawing LRA-12-5136 is highlighted to indicate those mechanical components subject to aging
management reviewv that perform a 1O CFR 54.4(a)(1) or 1O CFR 54.4(a)(3) function. The
piping and components from the CVCS hold-up tanks (or other sources) to the SFP are not
highlighted, because they are not safety-related (i.e., non-seismic Class I) and are not relied upon
to demonstrate compliance with the regulated events of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3). The seismic
classification of the CVCS hold-up tanks and make-up water piping to the SEP as presented in
this response is in agreement with I&M responses to the NRC staffs request for additional
information in support of SEP storage capacity expansion in 1979 (Amendment Nos. 32 and 13
for CNP, Units I and 2) and SFP reracking in 1992 (Amendment Nos. 74 and 58 for CNP, Units
I and 2) (References I and 2, respectively). The safety evaluations for these license amendments
erroneously identified these piping and components as Seismic Class 1.
References for RAI 2.3.3.1-I
1. Letter from G. P. Maloney, I&M, to 1I. R. Denton, NRC, "Spent Fuel Storage Capacity
Expansion Program," AEP:NRC:0213B, dated September 26, 1979
2. Letter from E. E. Fitzpatrick, I&M, to NRC Document Control Desk, "Spent Fuel Pool
Reracking Response to Request for Additional Information," AEP:NRC:1 146B, dated
February 4, 1992
RAI 2.3.3.2-1:
LRA Table 2.3.3-2 lists tubing in the essential service irciter systeml (ESM19 as subject to an AAIR.
llowetver, tubing is not identified on the ESIs license renlewrall dbrawrings. Ilentifj, the ESWV tubing
lztrt is in scope land subject to an ,IMR.
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I&NM Response to RAI 2.3.3.2-1:
The LRA drawings highlight entire instrument lines between the main process piping up to the
instrument as subject to aging management review. Instrument lines typically include tubing as
a part of the routing to the instrument, even though it is not specifically identified as tubing on
the drawing. However, this same instrument line may also include piping. The "Tubing" entry
in LRA Table 2.3.3-2 represents instrument tubing and the "Piping" entry in the table represents
process and/or instrument piping. Both component types are listed to describe the complete
passive mechanical pressure boundary up to the instruments. Aging management review results
for the tubing are provided in LRA Table 3.3.2-2.

RAI 2.3.3.2-2:
License renewtfal drawings of ESIW'for D. C. Cook Unit I and Unit 2, LRA-1-5113A and
LRA-2-5113A identif "Auto Vent 1A" components T-131-5, T-131-6, T-131-7, and T-131-8
showsn at locations D9, C7, D4, and C2 of the drawrings to be within tie scope of license reneswal
and subject to an AMR. Similarly license reneutal dbrauiings LRA-1-5113 for Unit I and
LRA-2-5113 for Unit 2 identify components T-131-1, T-131-2, T-131-3, and T-131-4 sholwn at
locations B3, and B7 of the dlawings as within scope and subject to
AAIR. Hlioeve ,; an Auto
Vent VIA component group is not listed in Table 2.3.3.2 as being subject to an A ,MR. Include the
Auto Vent V'A component group in Table 2.2.3.2 or julstif the exclusion of this groupfromn the
table.
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.3.2-2:
These auto vent components are included under the component type "Valve" and were included
in the aging management review of the ESW System.

RAI 2.3.3.2-3:
LRA Section 2.3.3.2 states that the license renewal draii'ingsdo not indicate components that are
within the scope of license renewtal in accordance wiith the requitrements 10 CER 54.4(a)(2) onlys

This section also states that "nonsafety-related component types in the ESJ systemn that require
aging managemnent rev'iew foir I0 CFR 54.4(a)(2) are in the auxiliai3' building and screen house

and consist of bolting, valves, lubing andpiping.
Clarify s'hether all the bolting, valves, tubing and piping in the auxiliai3y building and screen
house are in-scope and subject to an AAMR in accordance 1tith 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) and
10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). if not, identifj' it'hich components ar-e in-scope and subject tolan ilAR.
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MW1
Response to RAI 2.3.3.2-3:
All ESW system bolting, valves, tubing, and piping located in the auxiliary building and
screenhouse that is highlighted on the LRA drawings specified in LRA Section 2.3.3.2 is within
the scope of license renewal based on the criteria of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) or 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3),
and is subject to aging management review. As described in LRA Section 2.3.3.11, ESW is a
Group I system; therefore, portions of the system are subject to aging management review based
on meeting the criteria of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2).
The 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) identification process, as described in response to RAI 2.3.3.11-2,
identified nonsafety-related systems and components with the potential for spray or leakage that
could prevent safety-related systems and components from performing their required safety
function. Conservatively, all nonsafety-related components containing liquid or steam located in
the auxiliary building and screenhouse were determined to be subject to aging management
review unless no safety-related equipment was in the area. For the ESW system, the
10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) identification review confirmed that all water-carrying ESW system bolting,
valves, tubing, and piping in the auxiliary building is located in areas containing safety-related
equipment, and is therefore subject to aging management review. In the screenhouse, all watercarrying ESW system bolting, valves, tubing, and piping is subject to aging management review,
with the exception of inaccessible portions of the duplex strainer backwash outlet and auto-vent
drains and the ESW discharge header, which are encased in concrete beneath the screenhouse
slab. Because they are encased in concrete beneath the screenhouse, failure of this piping would
not result in leakage or spray that could prevent the ability of any safety-related components to
perform their safety function.

RAI 2.3.3.3-1:
The folou1t ing items are shown on tle license renewial d-rawings aIS within the scope of license
reneiw'al and subjec to an AAIR. H-Irwei'er they are not listed in Table 2.3.3-3, "Component
Cooling JJater (CC019 Systen Components Subject to Aging management Reviiei'. " Explain why
these components are not listed in Table 2.3.3-3 as components subject to an A AIR.
a. Upper and lowter bearing oil coolers shown on the license reneuial ilraiingsLRA-1-5135D
and LRA -2-5135D, at locations E2, 112, K2, and L2
b. Externalpipe coils showin on the license r-enewcal cdr alcings LRA1-1-5135E anc LRA-2-5135E
at locations B2, B5, J2, and J5.
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.3.3-1:
a. Upper bearing oil coolers shown on LRA drawings LRA-1-5135D and LRA-2-5135D are
included in LRATable2.3.3-3 under the component types "leat exchanger (shell)" and
"-eat exchanger (tubes)." I.ower bearing oil coolers shown on drawings LRA-1-5135D and
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LRA-2-5135D are included in LRA Table 2.3.3-3 under the component type "Heat
exchanger." The lower bearing oil coolers are not shell and tube heat exchangers; they are
stainless steel coils in the lower oil reservoirs.
b. External pipe coils shown on drawvings LRA-1-5135E and LRA-2-5135E are included in
LRA Table 2.3.3-3 under the component type "Heat exchanger."

RAI 2.3.3.3-2:
LRA Table 2.3.3-3 lists the folloit'ing items cis comnponents that tare suthject to an AMR. IHoii'ever,
the staff is not able to identifj' them on the license reneuial drt-awings as components subject lo an

AMR.
a. Tubing is listed in Table 2.3.3-3 nnd identified in LRA Slection 2.3.3.3 aIs a nonsafety- related
component type that requi-res an AMR for lO CFR 54.4(a)(2). Although tlubing wtasfounld in
the CCiV license renewial drawings, none of it ii'as designated as being subject to an AMR.
Identitf CC systemn tubing that are subject to an AAR.
b. LRA Tables 2.3.3-3 and 3.3.2-3 list strainer-teeand expansionjoint as comlponents subject to
an AMR. loit'ever, these components are not shown on the CCiV system license reneit'al
dlrawings. Clarify, if all the component cooling watee' .s9tein strainer-tees and expansion
joints are 1I!ithin the scope of license reneiial and subject to an A AIR. If not, identidj those
that are subject to an AAMR andprovidte jutstificcationifoi those that are not subject to an AAMR.
I&M Rcsponsc to RAI 2.3.3.3-2:
a. CCW system instrument tubing subject to aging management review based on the criteria of
10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3) is highlighted on drawings LRA-1-5135,
LRA-1-5135A, LRA-1-5135B, LRA-1-5135D, LRA-1-5135E, LRA-2-5135, LRA-2-5135A,
LRA-2-5135B, LRA-2-5135D and LRA-2-5135E. These drawings highlight the entire line
up to each instrument, including tubing between the process piping and the instrument.
Component types "Tubing" and "Piping" listed in LRA Table 2.3.3-3 represent the complete
passive mechanical pressure boundary up to the instruments.
Nonsafety-related CCW system instrument tubing is also subject to aging management
reviewv based solely on the 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) criterion, as discussed in I&M's response to
RAI 2.3.3.3-5. The environment and materials are the same in safety-related and nonsafetyrelated portions of the system. The aging management reviev results in LRA Table 3.3.2-3
also apply to the portions of the CCW system requiring aging management review for
10 CFR 54.4(a)(2).
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b. CCW strainer-tees subject to aging management review are highlighted on drawings
LRA-1-5135 at locations E4, E6 and E7 and LRA-2-5135 at locations E6 and E7.
Components numbered 12-STN-39, 1-STN-39E, I-STN-39W, 2-STN-39E and 2-STN-39W
are CCW pump suction tee-type strainers with internals removed. These strainer-tees are an
integral part of the system piping; however, since they have specific component numbers on
the drawings, they were not included with the component type "Piping" or "Fittings" in
LRA Tables 2.3.3-3 and 3.3.2-3. These CCW system strainer-tees are subject to aging
management review.
CCW expansion joints subject to aging management review are highlighted on drawings
LRA-1-5135 at locations E4, E6, E7, G4, G6 and G7 and LRA-2-5135 at locations E6, E7,
G6 and G7. Components numbered 12-XJ-20, 12-XJ-21, I-XJ-20E, I-XJ-20W, I-XJ-21E,
I-XJ-21W, 2-XJ-20E, 2-XJ-20W, 2-XJ-21E and 2-XJ-21W are CCW pump suction and
discharge expansion joints. These expansion joints are an integral part of the system piping;
however, since they have specific component numbers on1the drawings, they wvere not
included with the component type "Piping" or "Fittings" in LRA Tables 2.3.3-3 and 3.3.2-3.
These CCW system expansion joints are subject to aging management review.

RAI 2.3.3.3-3:
Ecluctors are listed in LRA4Seclion 2.3.3.3 as non-saqfet-related components in the auxiliaiy

buildling that require an AMR for 10 CfR 54.4(a)(2). Iiol ever, eduictors are not showon on the
license renewi~al dIrarwing for the CCWsystemn, nor- are they listed in LRA Table 2.3.3-3 as
com7zponents subject to ain AMIfR. Icenlifydtthe eductors ini/ic CCII' system andl explaiiii l'hy theye
are not listed in LRA Table 2.3.3-3 as cotponents being subject 1o anlAAl?.
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.3.3-3:
The CCW chemical mixing tank eductor, component QC-2231, shown on drawing LRA-1-5 135
at location G2, requires aging management review for 10 CFR 54.4 (a)(2) only, as indicated in
LRA Section 2.3.3.3. As noted in LRA Section 2.1.2.1.2, components that are within the scope
of license renewal based solely on the criterion of 1O CFR 54.4(a)(2) are not indicated on
LRA drawings.
LRA Table 2.3.3-3 only includes components that are subject to aging
management review for 10 CFR 54.4 (a)(1) or 10 CFR 54.4 (a)(3).
As described in
LRA Section 2.3.3.11, the CCW system is a Group I system. For systems in Group 1, the
material and environments are the same in the portion of the system meeting the criteria of
10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) as for those portions meeting the criteria of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) or
10 CFR 54.4(a)(3).
Aging management programs for the environmental and material
combinations identified in LRA Table 3.3.2-3 will manage aging for the eductor.
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RAI 2.3.3.3-4:
License reneii'al drait'ings LRA-1-5135C and LRA-2-5135C sh/io' portio0 s of the CCII' sjstem
piping befiween the license renew-al boundaryflags at locations F5 to 115 (1o andfromn the seal

wtaler heat exchangers) and KS5 o i5 (to andfromn the let lown heat exchangers), including /he
heat exchangers tubes asnd shells, as not subject to an AAR. IHou'ever, parts of the seal waler
heal exchanger anld letdoii'n heal exchangers (heat exchanger channel, lubesheet, and tube side
nozzles) that are withini tie chemical volume control systemn license reneL'al boundlaijy are shot'll
as subject to an A AIR. Explain itlhy the above mentioned portions of the CCll' systein are
excluded fr-omn

being subject to an AMR

in accordance ut'ith the requirements of

10 CFR 54.21('a,)(1).
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.3.3-4:
The CVCS seal water and letdown heat exchangers contain reactor coolant on the tube side and
CCW on the shell side. One CVCS intended function is to maintain the system pressure
boundary in order to contain reactor coolant fluid. Consequently, the tube side of these heat
exchangers requires aging management. Heat transfer is not a 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) intended
function for these heat exchangers. Consequently, CCW supply to the seal wvater and letdown
heat exchangers is not required per 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). Additional discussions that support the
basis for the CCWV system scope boundaries with regard to CCW inventory loss are provided in
the response to RAI 23.3.3.3-5.
In conclusion, the seal wvater and letdown heat exchangers are required for the CVCS pressure
boundary intended function only. The CCW side of the heat exchangers does not perform a
10 CFR 54.21 (a)(l ) intended function and consequently is not marked on the LRA drawings.

RAI 2.3.3.3-5:
The boundary of the portion of t/e CCIV systenz that is subject to an A IR ends at 2" or larger
valves (e.g., 10" valve on LRA-1-5135C and LRA-2-5135C at locations B6 and D6) that are
shoit'n as nornmally open. There are also numerous boundariesof the portion of I/ie CCII'sysetn
that are subject to an AMMR that end at vallves that are nornmally open to 2 inches or less diameter
piping. Failure of t/he downstreanm piping may affect the pressure boundary intendedfunction.
IHoutever, Section 2.3.3.3 of the LRA does not discuss it'hy this approach is acceptable. Provide
additional inforniation to support ihe basis for this deterniinalion. For example, dliscuss the
steps in the procedures.for identifying the locations of breaks,for closing tie vallves, the aniount
of timne requiredto coniplete these steps, and t/ie consequences on vsyslenl imlienloly if the valves
are not closetl.
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I&M Response to RAI 2.3.3.3-5:
The CCW system is an intermediate closed-loop system between heat sources and the ultimate
heat sink. The CCW system consists of two redundant safeguards trains and a miscellaneous
services train that may be supported by either safeguards train. Portions of the system that do not
serve a safety function must maintain mechanical and structural integrity so that nearby
safety-related equipment is not adversely affected. The CCW system also provides cooling to
10 CFR 50, Appendix R safe shutdown equipment. Consequently, the CCW system is within the
scope of license renewal based on the criteria of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1), 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2),
and 1O CFR 54.4(a)(3).
The normally-open valves in question are associated with the CCW miscellaneous services
header. Selection of normally-open manual valves as the isolation boundary is acceptable based
on safety significance, system functional requirements, and postulated failure modes. The CCW
boundaries are correctly shown on the LRA drawings as discussed in LRA Section 2.3.3.3.
Those portions of the miscellaneous services header that have a safety function or a regulated
event function are highlighted on the CCW system drawings as subject to aging management
review.

The only safety-related loads on the CCW miscellaneous services header are the containment air
recirculation fan motor coolers in the containment equalization/hydrogen skimmer (CEQ)
system. The CCW cooling supplied to these components is for cooling incoming air to the motor
windings and insulation, providing an extended service and qualification life of these fan motors.
The cooling water supply is not required for immediate or short-term function of these motors.
The cooling function is for the long-term environmental qualification of the motor
windings/insulation, assuming accident conditions inside containment.
An analysis has
conservatively established that these fans can operate under accident conditions without cooling
water for at least 2-1/2 days. This analysis also demonstrated that the primary safety-related
functions of the CEQ fans are accomplished within 24 hours of a loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA); therefore, isolation of cooling water to these components coincident with a LOCA
would be of negligible safety significance.
The CCW system is equipped with diverse detection and annunciation instrumentation devices to
alert control room operators of changes in key system parameters. For example, the CCW surge
tanks are equipped with safety-related low-level alarms. Control room alarm response manuals
direct operator actions upon receipt of a CCW system leakage alarm. Within a matter of minutes
after detection of CCW system leakage, shutting the motor-operated header isolation valves from
the control room, as directed by plant procedures, would isolate the miscellaneous services
header. Therefore, failure of non-safety related piping downstream of the normally-open
miscellaneous services header isolation valves would result in isolation of the entire
miscellaneous services header until the specific leak location is identified and isolated from the
rest of the system.
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Nevertheless, due to the potential impact on the safety-related portion of the system, failure of
piping downstream of these normally-open valves constitutes a 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) functional
failure, as described in LRA Section 2.1.1.2. LRA Section 2.3.3.3 lists the CCW nonsafetyrelated component types that require aging management review for 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2). Also,
since the failure of this downstream piping is a functional failure as opposed to a spatial
interaction 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) concern, clarification of the CCW miscellaneous services header
components that are kvithin the scope of license renewal and subject to aging management review
is warranted. Specifically, all CCW system components depicted on drawings LRA-1-5135B,
LRA-2-5135B, LRA-1-5135C, LRA-2-5135C, LRA-1-5135D, LRA-2-5135D, LRA-1-5135E,
LRA-2-5135E, LRA-1-5135F, LRA-2-5135F, LRA-1-5135G, and LRA-2-51 35G are considered
in scope for license renewal, with the following exceptions:
* safety valve discharge piping to drains or atmosphere
* atmospheric vent piping downstream of closed vent valves
* drain piping downstream of a closed drain valve
* floor drains
* piping that does not form part of the CCW system pressure boundary (i.e., piping that
forms the flowpaths for the system being cooled by CCW)
In addition, the CCW supply and return lines to the nuclear sample coolers shown on drawings
OP-1-5141G and OP-2-5141G (Attachment 2 to this letter) at locations D2, F2, 1-12, and K2, as
well as the CCW side of the coolers, are in scope for CCW system 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) functional
considerations. Also, the CCW supply and return lines to the sample chiller condenser shown on
drawing OP-1 -5 141 B (Attachment 2 to this letter) at location 116, as well as the CCW side of the
coolers, are in scope for CCW system 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) functional considerations. As indicated
in LRA Table 3.3.2-3, aging of these passive, long-lived components will be managed in
accordance with the System Walkdown Program (LRA Section B.1.38), and the Water
Chemistry Control Program (LRA Section B.1.40.2).
Additional clarification of the current plant design and licensing basis with regard to
10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) is provided below:
1. Catastrophic failure of CCW miscellaneous services header components and piping need not
be considered coincident with a LOCA or other design basis event. This CNP licensing basis
is consistent with NRC guidance and industry standards with respect to application of passive
single failure in fluid systems during the long-term recirculation mode following a LOCA.
2. Operator actions to isolate an affected CCW header, and any particular set of branch isolation
valves are creditable based on location, procedures, component configuration, and
habitability.
Since the CCW system is a closed-loop cooling system, changes in CCW inventory would
result in surge tank level fluctuations. Control room annunciators. such as low surge tank
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level, low CCW pump discharge pressure, and high cooling water temperature to the RCP
thermal barriers, alert operators of changes that are indicative of CCW system malfunctions.
Should any of these alarms come in, an annunciator response procedure for malfunction of
the CCW system would be immediately entered.
The alarm response procedure associated with malfunctions of the CCW system provides the
control room staff with the sequential actions necessary to analyze faults, and if caused by a
leak, to detect and isolate the source. If a leak in the miscellaneous services header is
detected, the entire header is isolated, until the specific leak location can be identified and
isolated. In accordance with the alarm response procedure, isolation of the miscellaneous
services header from the control room wvould be accomplished in a matter of minutes after
receipt of the annunciator. Once these valves have been closed, the safety significance of
having this header isolated for up to 2-1/2 days is negligible, as the primary safety-related
functions credited to the CEQ system are accomplished within the first 24 hours following a
postulated design basis event. Plant operating protocol, however, directs that a failure of this
type would be immediately investigated and repaired, with appropriate actions taken to
prevent recurrence.
The miscellaneous services header branch loads all have isolation valves that are located
within the auxiliary building, and are accessible to operators within a reasonable amount of
time. The auxiliary building remains accessible for all modes of operation, except during
post-accident conditions, when design-basis radiation levels exist (a catastrophic leak need
not be postulated concurrent with a design basis accident (DBA)). Should a DBA scenario
be occurring at the time of a small leak in these branch loads, the Plant Evaluation Team
would be consulted and would prescribe appropriate actions for the operations staff, well
within the 2-1/2 day period during which the CEQ fans could operate without cooling water.
3. The current nonsafety-related classification of the miscellaneous branch cooling loops does
not introduce any new failure modes to the system or increase the consequences of failures
when compared to original plant licensing and design basis, as the cooling functions
associated with these branch loops have always been classified nonsafety-related.
4. Loss of the CCXXW miscellaneous services header, should it occur, is not a contributor to core
damage frequency or large early release frequency and consequently is not modeled under
CNP's Probabilistic Risk Assessment process.
5. Selection of normally-open manual valves as the isolation boundary is acceptable based on
safety significance, system functional requirements, and postulated failure modes.
6. The inherent quality attributes applied to design, installation. maintenance, testing, and
monitoring of the CCXX' miscellaneous header train provides reasonable assurance that
current assumptions wvith respect to failure modes and potential consequences remain valid.
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7. The CCW system miscellaneous services header is in operation during normal plant
operation. The system parameters, such as temperature and pressure, are similar with respect
to those during and following a DBA. The potential for catastrophic failure of these branch
loops remains low since this is a low-energy system. A search of industry and plant-specific
operating experience identified no catastrophic failures in CCW systems in over 20 years of
nuclear industry operations.
In conclusion, the motor-operated main header isolation valves provide the primary isolation
boundaries for the CCXV system miscellaneous services header. By considering the CCW
miscellaneous header within the scope of license renewal and aging management of the
components, I&M will adequately manage aging effects. In the unlikely event of a leak in a
nonsafety-related branch load, the main header isolation valves would be closed from the control
room to isolate the leak, then the source of the leakage would be identified, and the manual
isolation valves for that individual cooling loop closed, thereby providing the capability to
restore flow to the CEQ fans motor coolers.

RAI 2.3.3.4-1:
Clarifiy if the following components are incluled in Table 2.3.3-4 as being subject to an AMR. If
not, just if' the exclusion of these componentsfr-omn being subject to an AAIR in accordance with
the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1):
a. License renewal drawings shovei pressure regulators as wtithin the scope of license renewtal
and subject to an AAMR: LRA-1-512CR and LRA-2-512CR at locations E7, F8, and F9 and
LRA-1-5120S and LRA-2-5120S at locations A8, B8, A9, and B9. However, housings of
these regulators, which are passive and long-lihel, are not specificallyP listed as components
subject to an AMl/fR in Table 2.3.3-4.
b. License reneit'al drawrings LRA-1-5120R, LRA-2-5120R, LRA-1-5120S, and LRA-2-5120S
shot' components MR V-223- 13B1, MR J'-223- VB2, AI'J'-233- V1B3,
MR 1'-233- T'B2,
MRV'-213-VBI, AMR V-23- VB2, AMIR-243-VBI, and MURV'-243- VB2 as wtithin the scope of
license renewal and subject to an AMR. Also, identifj, these components because thej' are
not ilentified either on the standard synmbol drawings (LRA-12-5103 and LRA-12-5104) or
the control air sjstem standardsymbol lraii'ing(LRA-12-5120G).
c. License reneuial dr-awing LRA-12-5118B showt's an electronic pneumatic transduicer
(2-GR I354) at location J5 as within the scope of license reneuial and subject to an A MR.
Howtever, the pressure retaining bounlaqy of this component, which is passive and longlivied, is not specifically listed as a component subject to an A AIR in Table 2.3.3-4.
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I&M Rcsponsc to RAI 2.3.3.4-1:
a. Pressure retaining portions of pressure regulators (or pressure control valves) shown as
subject to aging management review on drawings LRA-1-5120R, LRA-2-5120R,
LRA-1-5120S and LRA-2-5120S are included in component type "Valve" listed in
LRA Table 2.3.3-4.
MRV-223-VB2,
MRV-233-VBI,
M RV-233-VB2,
b. Components
MRV-223-VBI,
MRV-213-VBI, MRV-213-VB2, MRV-243-VBI, and MRV-243-VB2 are steam generator
power operated relief valve (PORV) upper and lower pneumatic volume boosters used for
manual local operation of the steam generator PORVs. Pressure retaining portions of these
components are included in component type "Valve" listed in LRA Table 2.3.3-4.
c. Pressure retaining portions of electronic pneumatic transducers 2-GRV-354, at location J5 on
drawing LRA-12-51 1SB, and I-GRV-354, at location A5 on the same drawing, are included
in component type "Valve" listed in LRA Table 2.3.3-4.

RAI 2.3.3.4-2:
On license renewal drait'ingsLRA-1-5120R and LRA-2-512OR at locations E7, F8, and Fs9 and
LRA-1-5120S and LRA-2-5120S (at locations A8, B8, A9, and B9, components inarkecl ais
MR V-223, AIR V-233, MR V'-213, band MR 1'-243 are shown as exclldecdfronz being subject to an
AMR. Hoit'ever, it ap/pears that these components have pr essure boundlary, itntLlded finction.
These components are not identified either on the standcardl sinibol drawsings LRA-12-5103 anId
LRA-12-5104 or control air systeni stanlardsymbol dSrawiing LRA-12-5120G. kdenif)j these
components and clarifj whether theyr are passive and long-livedl components. If so, explain why
these components are not shoit'n on the dI'autings and listedl in Table 2.3.3-4 as being subject to
an AMIR in accordanceiW'ith the requirementsof 10 CFR 54.21('a)(1).
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.3.4-2:
Components MRV-223, MRV-233, MRV-213, and MRV-243 are the steam generator PORVs.
The valves were reviewed in the main steam system, are shown at locations C3, C7, K3, and K7
on drawings LRA-1-5105D and LRA-2-5105D as subject to aging management review, and are
included in the component type "Valve" listing in LRA Table 2.3.4-2 in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). However, the operators for these valves shown on
drawings LRA- 1-5120R, LRA-2-5120R, LRA- 1-5120S, and LRA-2-5120S are active
components and are therefore not subject to aging management review.
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RAI 2.3.3.7-1:
The license renewal boundair draw'ings referenced in Section 2.3.3.7 dlid not ilentify the
followting fire protection (EP,) syvtents and components as being within the scope of license

renewal and subject to an aging management review (AMRR). The staff believes that the FP
systems and components described belowi are passive, long-lived, and performn a fiunction that
dle'onstratescomlplmiace 'with JO CER 50.48for fire protLection1. IPro ide basis for excluding the
folloit ing FP systemzs andclconmjonentsfrom the scope of license renewt al and subject to an AAR:
(1) LRA Drawiing LRA-12-5152D-O - Fire Protection Water - Alux and Containment Buildintls
A note at location D-6 states details on a deluge valve arefound on DJVG. 5152M, wt'hich itas
not included in the LRA and should be subject to an AAR. Clarify iwhether the deluge valve
should be in scope orjustjif its exclusion.

(2) LRA Drawi'inQrLRA-12-5152D-O - Fire Protection Water - A ux. and Containmnent Buildhinrs
Control circuit instrumentation at location H-5 is connected to the fire protection system via a
one inc/i water line and a normally open valve. Clarify whether these items should be in scope
orjustify their exclusion.
(3) LRA Dralin£LRA-12-5152E-0 - Fire Protection Water - CharcoalFilters
Charcoalfiltersat locations C-6, E-8, .1-8, and L-6 (showmn in Details "B-3 ': "E-3 ' "J-3 ': and
"A1-3 ) have suppression components not highlightedas portions of the flot diagramn within the
scope of license reneit'alanld subject to an AAR. Clcarifj' ithether these itemls should be in scope
orjustlify their exclusion.
(4) LRA Draivinz LRA-1-51521-0 - Fire Protection 11'ater - Turbine Bld"z. & Screen House
Unit I
Details D-6, D-9, K-3, K-6, and K-9 showt' what appear to be dry pipe sprinkler systenis 'with the
air accumiulator tanks (compressors) not highlighted(1s portions of the flo'w' diagramn within the
scope of license renevwal and subject to an AMR. Details K-3 and K-6 also shoitw valves and
supply piping 'which are not highlighted as portions of the flow' diagramn within the scope of
license renieialand sutbject to an iAIlR. Clarif¼ 't'hether these items s/hoiild be in scope or-jutstifj'
their exclusion.
(5) LRA Drawt'injr LRA1-2-5152K-0 - Fire Protection Water - Turbine Bldz & Screen House
Unit 2
Details C-6, 11-6, L-6, D-9, and L-9 show Itihat appear to he imy pipe sprinkler systems 'with the
air accumulator tanks (compressors) not hig/hlighted as portions of the fib cw
diagramn wt'ithin the
scope of license renewtal and subject to an AAMR. Detail L-6 also .s/io's
,valves andstpply piping
to the dieselfire punp room which are not highlightedais portions of t/e flow diagram 'within the
scope of license renewcal and suibject to an A AIR. Clar'ifItwhetherthese itemls shotld be in scope
orjiistifj their exclusion.
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(6) LRA Drawingu LRA-12-5152L-O - Fire Protection Water - Turbine Bldht. &Service BlMc.
Detail G-4 showst
wihat appears to be a dry pipe sprinkler .swtemu with the air accumiulator lank
(comipressors) not highlighted as portions of the flow diagram within the scope of license
renewal and subject lo aon AAMR. Details G-7 and G-9 show the license renewtal boundaij

established at a normally open valve. Clarify uw'hether these itemts should be in scope orjusslify
their exclusion.

(7) LRA DrawhirLRA- 12-5152A'-O - Fire Protection Water - Yard Pipiutl Alux. Buildin?
Detail G-3 shoiiw iw'hat appears to be a dry pipe sprinkler systeni with tf/e air accumiulator tank
(compressors,) and drain not highlighted as portions of the flow diagramn within the scope of
license renewal and subject to an AA'IR. Detail E-7 shoIIw a valve and sprinkler supply for the

Auix. Bldg. Drumming Room and Rad. Waste Material Handling Building not highlighted cis
portions ofthe flowl diagrgamiiwithin tIhe scope of liceInse leneii'alaInd s(bject to aI AAIR. Clarify
wt'hether these items should be in scope orjustify their exclusion.

(8) LRA Drawinig.LRA-12-5152R-O - Fire Protection Water - AMisc. Details
Detail L-3 shous a valve and sprinkler supply for the Contaiunment Access Building not
highlighted as portionsof theflow diagranm within the scope of license rencewal and subject to an
AIR. Clarajifjwhet her these items shouild be in scope orjslstif their exclutsion.
(9) LRA Drawin£f' LRA-12-5152R-O - Fire Protection Water - Storave Tanks
Locations C-2 and D-6 sho t' the Lake Toiwnship water supply not highlighted as portions of the

flow diagramn wtithin the scope of license renew'al and subject to an AAIR. Clarlif whether these
items should be in scope orjustify their exclusion.
(10) LRA Drawingy LRA-12-5152T-0 - Fire ProtectionWI'ater - PIinimz in Pumpj) House

Locations H-9 shows the fire pum7p test header not highlighted as portions of the fiblo diagram
wiithin the scope of license renewal and subject to an AMR. Clarify 'whether these items should
be in scope orjustify their exclusion.
(II) LRA Draivinm? LRA-12-5153-0 - Fire Protection CO, - 17 Ton Sywtem
Locations F-6 and G-6 showt, the suppression systemn supply fromn normall' open valves to the
Computer Roomns not highlightedas portionsofflow diagram wiithin the scope of license renewval
and subject to an AAMR. Clarlifj 'whethel these itens should be il? scope orjust/if'their exclutsion.
Verify operatoractions are in the procedures to close these valves wt'hen needed.
(12) LRA Drawink!LRA-2-5153G-0 - Fire Protection CO, - Lower 4lK'Areas
Tle Battery Roon at location E-8' oes not appear to habe CO pirotectionl. Verify somie form of
protection has been provided in this area orjustifi/the exclusion ofJire suppression.
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I&M Response to RAI 2.3.3.7-1:
(1)

The deluge valves addressed in the note at location D6 on drawing LRA-12-5152D are
preaction sprinkler system deluge valves for the reactor coolant pump area. These valves
are not subject to aging management review because they do not serve a license renewal
function. The manual fire suppression capability provided by these valves is not required
for compliance with 10 CFR 50.48, as discussed in Fire Zone 67 specific analysis in the
Fire Hazards Analysis and in UFSAR Section 9.8.1, Design Bases, Item (d).

(2)

The 1-inch line leading to SD-166 at location 115 on drawing LRA-12-5152D constitutes
Station Drain 166. Valve 12-ZSO-60 is normally open to ensure that there is no
accumulation of water in the dry pipe header. Upon actuation of the fire suppression
system in this area, solenoid-operated valve 12-ZSO-60 automatically closes to isolate the
drain. The drain line downstream of valve ZSO-60 is not part of the required flow path and
does not affect the function of the fire protection system; therefore, it is not subject to aging
management review.

(3)

The charcoal filters at locations C6, E8, J8, and L6 of drawing LRA-12-5152E serve the
containment pressure relief system (1-HV-CPR-1 and 2-lIV-CPR-1) and the containment
instrument room ventilation system (I-YIV-CIPX-1 and 2-1-V-CIPX-1). These HVAC
filters do not have a license renewal intended function. The manual fire suppression
capability provided by these fire water lines is not required for 10 CFR 50.48 and thus these
components are not subject to aging management review.

(4) The ZRC-series components at Details D-6, D-9, K-3, K-6, and K-9 of drawing
LRA-1-5152J are the retard chambers associated with the alarm check valves for several
wet-pipe sprinklers. The retard chambers provide an alarm function and are active
components that are not subject to aging management review. Components I-ZFP-185 and
1-ZFP-358 at Details K-6 and K-3 are alarm check valves for the wet-pipe sprinklers
serving the north end of the turbine building and the abandoned diesel fire pump room in
the screenhouse, which are areas requiring fire protection per 10 CFR 50.48. Therefore,
these valves are subject to aging management review. The material and environment for
the valves and downstream piping are the same as those for valves and piping that are
already included in LRA Table 3.3.2-7. Component I-TK-236 at Detail K-9 is the air
receiver for the dry-pipe sprinkler serving the main turbine lagging area. Loss of the air
receiver would not prevent the function of the dry-pipe sprinkler; therefore, this component
is not subject to aging management review.
(5)

The ZRC-series components at Details C-6, 11-6, L-6, D-9, and L-9 of drawing
LRA-2-5152K are the retard chambers associated with the alarm check valves for the
wet-pipe sprinklers. Tihe retard chambers provide an alarm function and are active
components; therefore. they are not subject to aging management review. Components
2-ZFI-185 and 2-ZFP-'358 at Details 11-6 and L-6 are alarm check valves for the wet-pipe
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sprinklers serving the south end of the turbine building and the abandoned diesel fire pump
room in the screenhouse, which are areas requiring fire protection per IO CFR50.48.
Therefore, these valves are subject to aging management review. The material and
environment for the valves and downstream piping are the same as those for valves and
piping that are already included in LRA Table 3.3.2-7. Component 2-TK-237 at Detail D-9
is the air receiver for the dry-pipe sprinkler serving the main turbine lagging area. Loss of
the air receiver would not prevent the function of the dry-pipe sprinkler; therefore, this
component is not subject to aging management review.
(6)

The ZRC-series components at Detail G-4 of drawing LRA-12-5152L are the retard
chambers associated with the alarm check valves for two wet-pipe sprinklers. The retard
chambers provide an alarm function and are active components; therefore, they are not
subject to aging management review.
Components 12-ZFP-360, 12-ZFP-361, and
12-ZFP-169 at Details G-7 and G-9 are the alarm check valves for areas requiring fire
protection per 10 CFR 50.48. Therefore, these valves are subject to aging management
review. The material and environment for the valves and downstream piping are the same
as those for valves and piping that are already included in LRA Table 3.3.2-7. The other
alarm check valves at Detail G-9 are for areas that do not require fire protection per
10 CFR 50.48; therefore, they are not subject to aging management review. In the event of
a failure of any components in this normally-pressurized water suppression fire protection
header, station personnel will take appropriate actions to assure system intended functions
are maintained.

(7)

The components at Detail G-3 of drawing LRA-12-5152N are the air compressor and
receiver for a dry-pipe sprinkler. Loss of the air receiver would not prevent the function of
a dry-pipe sprinkler; therefore, this component is not subject to aging management review.
Component 12-ZFP-264 at Detail E-7 is the alarm check valve for the Auxiliary Building
Drumming Room, the Radioactive Waste Material Handling Building, and the Unit 2
personnel passageway. The Auxiliary Building Drumming Room/Personnel Passageway is
an area requiring fire protection per 10 CFR 50.48; therefore, this valve is subject to aging
management review. The material and environment for the valves and downstream piping
are the same as those for valves and piping that are already included in LRA Table 3.3.2-7.
The Radioactive Waste Material Handling Building does not require fire protection per
10 CFR 50.48, thus the associated water sprinkler piping is not subject to aging
management review.
In the event of a failure of any components in this
normally-pressurized water suppression fire protection system header, station personnel
will take appropriate actions to assure system intended functions are maintained.

(8)

The components at Detail L-3 of drawing LRA-12-5152R are the fire protection (water)
supply components for the containment access building. This building houses the offices
for the Radiation Protection Department and serves as the primary entry/exit point for the
radiologically restricted area. It is not connected to seismic structures, houses no
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safety-related equipment, and does not require fire protection per 10 CFR 50.48. Therefore,
these fire protection components are not subject to aging management review.
(9)

The Lake Township water supply piping connections shown on drawing LRA-12-5152S are
not credited for response to a fire per 10 CFR 50.48. The contained volume in the fire
water storage tanks is sufficient to extinguish the 10 CFR 50.48 design basis fire without
make-up from offsite sources.

(10) The fire pump test header and associated components shown on drawing LRA-12-5152T
are normally isolated from the fire wvater header and do not provide a 10 CFR 50.48 fire
protection function, thus they are not subject to aging management review.
(11) The original fire protection carbon dioxide suppression supply components for the
computer rooms have been abandoned in place and are no longer functional. As shown on
drawing LRA-12-5153 at locations F-6 and G-6, blanking flanges are installed downstream
of valves I -FCO- 171 and 2-FCO- 172.
(12) Automatic fire suppression is not provided for the Unit 2 AB Battery Room
(Fire Zone 46D). This zone is equipped with early warning ionization detection throughout
the zone. This system will alert the control room operators of a fire condition, allowing fire
brigade personnel to be dispatched to the zone. Manual fire suppression is provided by
portable fire extinguishers and water hose reels.

RAI 2.3.3.7-2:
Design Basis Table 5.1 of the Fir-e Protecion Progr-amz Manual (FPPM,) did not identifji' the
folloiting fire protection s.slents and components as being part of the design basis. The staff
believes that the FP systems a7nd components described below ar-e required to peiform afunction
that demonstratescompliance *'it'h Requirem-nent of Branch Technical Position 9.5-1, Appendix A
(1977). Provile basisfor excludling the followi'ing FP systems and componentsfroin the scope of
tihe design basis:
(1) FPPMPake 96 of 526 - Deshin Basis Table - Section E. 2. h
The fire pump installation is sai(d to be in accordance with ANErA 20, Stanlard for die
Instfllation of Siaionary,PumplsjfOr Fire Protection. No pressure maintenance pnump wasfound
on anys LRA Drawingssubmitued. V'erilf a pressure maintenance punzip is present and diagram it
on the drawings. Clariififit is within tie scope of license renewlsal and surbject to an AMIllR.
(2) FPPAllPauce 105 of 526 - Desivi Basis Table - Section E. 3.f
Thle mlanulally operate(lfoacii spr/7) essionl .systems are ciscus.vsed. N\o foam .sitienis *ere fonld on
anyl LRA Drait'ingssublitlted. V'erifj the location of an) foaml sulpp7ression .systems and dia(grani
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thlenl oil the dIiell'ings. Cla1rify if the)' are wi/llhin the scope of license r-enewatil aind subject to tan
A MTR
(3) FPPAIPage 1)06 of526 - Design Basis Table - Section E. 4
Halonz systeins are dfiscussedl in this section. No ha/lonsjsteins wer-efoundtl on7
alny LRA Dralwpings
submitted Verf5if i/ic location of any halon fire suipprevsion spvetLnds and diagramg
them on iche
drawl ings. Clariaf if theiy tre ulitihin the scope of license renewrcal and suhject to an AIfR.

I&M Rcsponsc to RAI 2.3.3.7-2:
(1) The fire protection pegging pump (12-PP-146) shown at location G5 on drawing
LRA-12-5152T, is the system pressure maintenance pump. The pump is within the scope
of license renewal and subject to aging management review. It is included in the
component type "Pump casing" listing in LRA Tables 2.3.3-7 and 3.3.2-7.
(2)

Manually-operated foam suppression racks are provided in various locations in the turbine
building and screenhouse. Fiive-gallon cans of foam are monitored and sampled in
accordance with plant procedures. They are considered consumables, analogous to fire
extinguishers, and as such, are not shown on LRA drawings and do not require aging
management review.

(3)

The halon tanks (1-TK-274AB,C,E,F,G and 2-TK-275A,B,C,E,FG) are shown at locations
J6 to M6 and J9 to M9 on drawing LRA-12-5154A. Distribution components and piping to
the control room cable vaults are shown on this drawing with some continued at locations
G2 and G6 on drawing LRA-12-5153L. These components are within the scope of license
renewal and subject to aging management reviewv. The tanks and internal cylinder valves
exposed to an internal halon environment are included in component type "Tank," listed in
LRA Tables 2.3.3-7 and 3.3.2-7. Other components and piping exposed to an internal air
environment are included in the component types "Flex hose," "Piping," "Spray nozzles,"
and '"Valve" listed in these tables.

RAI 2.3.3.8-1:
The follow1ing components cale shoi'n as subject to an AM!R on the enieigency diesel generator
(EDG) license renewval iraia'ings. -Jo it'ever, theyr are not listedl in LRA Table 2.3.3-8 for EDG

components subject to (in AlM!? These components are passive and long-lived, and serve a
pressure boundlar, finction. . Istfifj the exclusion of the folloiwing components fron
Table 2.3.3-8:
a. On license renewal drawlmings LRA-1-5151B.
LRA-2-515ID:

LRA-2-5151B,

LRA-1-5151D,

and

Intake mnanifold coolei-s iiith cooling coils, IiE-47-A4BS/CDS atond 1E-47-A4BA/CDAN at
location 117 tinc1d7
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* Aiir 1eceiCCeIrs att locationsA4 and B4
* Air deislrhibutors at locations D3 and E3
*

Tzurbochar-ger housing at location G8

b. 3/4 "fiuel drips on draii'ings LRA-1-5151A, LRA-2-5151A, LRA-1-5151C, and LRA-2-5151C,

at location N8.
I&M Rcsponsc to RAI 2.3.3.8-1:
a. As shown on drawings LRA-1-5151B, LRA-2-5151B, IRA-1-5151D. and LRA-2-5151D:
*

Intake manifold aftercoolers, I-IE-47-ABN, H1E-47-ABS. IIE-47-CDN, and IIE-47-CDS
are subject to aging management review and are included in component types "Heat
exchanger (shell)" and "leat exchanger (tubes)" listed in LRA Table 2.3.3-8.

*

Starting air receivers, QT-141-ABI, QT-141-AB2, QT-141-CDI, and QT-141-CD2 are
subject to aging management review and are included in component type "Tank" listed in
LRA Table 23.3.-8.

*

Air distributor housings are subject to aging management review, but were omitted from
LRA Tables 2.3.3-8 and 3.3.2-8.
The carbon steel housing and copper alloy air
distributor ring have the intended function of pressure boundary and are exposed to air
internally and externally. The aging effect requiring management for internal carbon
steel surfaces exposed to air is loss of material which will be managed by the Preventive
Maintenance Program. The aging effect requiring management for the external carbon
steel surfaces exposed to air is loss of material which will be managed by the System
Walkdown Program. There are no aging effects requiring management for copper alloy
exposed to air.

*

Turbocharger housings QT-502-AB and QT-502-CD are subject to aging management
review and are included in component type "Compressor" listed in LRA Table 2.3.3-8.

b. Drip lines are not subject to aging management review.
RAI 2.3.3.8-3.

Refer to the response to

RAI 2.3.3.8-2:
LRA Table 2.3.3-8 lists heater housing as a comnponent 1ype subject to an AM11R. IHouve'e, bypass iube oil filter electric heater housings (QT-501-A4B/CD) shou-'n Ofl tile license reneir'al
drawrings LRA-1-515A, LRA-2-5151A, and LRA-1-5151(, at location A19, are shoii'n as
excluded from being subject to an AMR.

Clarifj' w/helther these heaters /)'enetrate the pressure
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boundcba of the sjsteni by-p)ass oil filters, and if ti/e parts of these /ezaters thai sulpporii
te
intendedfincltion of mlaintalining the pressure boundaiy,are itithin /ie sco0pe of license renewtal
and subject to an AMR in accordance with the rcquireuments of 10 CER 54.4(a,)(2) and
10 CER 54.21(o)(1).
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.3.8-2:
Electric heaters QT-501-AB/CD penetrate the pressure boundary of the by-pass oil filters and are
bolted to the bypass lube oil filter housings. These heater housings are considered part of the
by-pass lube oil filter housings; the filter housings are evaluated with the component type "Filter
housing" in LRA Tables 2.3.3-8 and 3.3.2-8. The portion of the electric heaters that form the
by-pass lube oil filter pressure boundary should have been highlighted on drawings
LRA-1-5151A, LRA-2-5151A. and LRA-1-5151C, as was done on drawing LRA-2-5151C at
location A9. The parts of these heaters that support the intended function of maintaining the
pressure boundary of the filter housings are subject to aging management review and are
included with component type "Filter housing" in LRA Tables 2.3.3-8 and 3.3.2-8. The
component type "H-leater housing" in LRA Table 2.3.3-8 refers to the lube oil heaters
(QT-1 16-AB/CD), shown on drawings LRA-1-515 1A, LRA-1-5151C, LRA-2-5151A, and
LRA-2-515 IC at location F9.

RAI 2.3.3.8-3:
The 3/4 " conitaminatedl drip lines to the engine room sumnilp aie s/zoir'n on license reieit'al
drawt~ings LRA-1-515 A, LRA4-2-515 IA, LRA-1-5151C, and LRA4-2-5151C as being subject to an
AiMR. These lines continue on P&ID drawiings 5180 and 12-5180, NOhic/iC arle not included in ti/e
license renewtcal cdrbawting index. Therefore, the staff is unable to determ-ine whet/her all tihe
contaminated drip line components that meet the criteria of 10 CFR 54. 4(a)(2) have been
identified as being subject to an AMR and are listed as component types in LRA Table 2.3.3-8.
In orderfor the staff to make this determination,provide t/e above mnentioned dtraw1ings or text
information wi'hich identifies the EDGfiel oil drip line conlponents that alre subject to an AMR in
accordance w1it/h the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.3.8-3:
The drip lines to the engine room sump shown on drawings LRA-1-5151A, LRA-2-5151A,
LRA-1-5151C, and LRA-2-5151C were highlighted in error. The contaminated drip lines are
open-ended lines used for draining fuel oil leakage to the engine room sump during engine
operation. These drip lines do not have an intended function that meets the criteria of
10 CFR 54.4(a)(1), 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2), or 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3). Consequently, it would not be
appropriate to highlight these lines on drawing 12-5180 (which is a layout drawing of the station
drainage piping in the fill and slab diesel generator area, not a flow diagram). The supports for
the drains lines required to provide structural support (including Seismic 1l/I interaction) are

-
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included in the scope of license renewal and are subject to aging management review. The
supports are included in the commodity type "Piping supports" in LRA Tables 2.4-5 and 3.5.2-5,
on pages 2.4-21 and 3.5-60, respectively.

RAI 2.3.3.8-4:
Lube oil coolers are shown, at location H6, on the license renew'al dIrawings LRA-1-5151A,
LRA-2-5151A, LRA-1-5151C, andl LRA-2-515/C; andejacket water coolers are shown (it location
E9, on the license renewtal (Irawings LRA-1-5151B, LRl-2-515]B, LRA-1-5151D, and
LRA2-5151D iS tithin tile scope of license renew'al and subject to an ,ZIR. Table 2.3.3-8 loes
not list "heat exchanger channels" and "tlubesheets, " allhough "heat exchanger shell" wiith an
intentledfinction of pressure boundlary and "heat exchanger tlibes " w'ithl an intencledfunction of
heat transfer are listed in this table ars components subject to an A4M?. Explain iri'iu the heat
exchanger channels and tubesheets are not included in Table 2.3.3-8.
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.3.8-4:
The channels and tubesheets of the emergency diesel generator lube oil coolers QT-I I0-AB/CD,
and jacket water coolers QT-131-AB/CD, are subject to aging management review, but were
inadvertently omitted from LRA Table 3.3.2-8. The tubesheets of the lube oil and jacket water
coolers are made of carbon steel and are exposed to fresh raw water on one side and either lube
oil or treated jacket water on the other. The cooler channels are cast iron and are exposed to
fresh raw water internally and air externally. The following aging management review results
apply to these components.
Component
Type

Intended
Function

Heat
exchanger
(channel)

Pressure
boundary

Heat
exchanger
(tubesheet)

Pressure
boundary

Material

Cast iron

Carbon
steel

Environment

Raw water
(fresh)
(internal)
Air (external)
Raw water
(fresh)
(internal)
Lube oil
(internal)
Treated water
(internal)

Aging Effect
Requiring
Management
Loss of
material

Aging
Management

Program

Service Water
System Reliability

Loss of
Material
Loss of
material

System Walkdown

Loss of
material
Loss of
material

Oil Analysis

Service Water
System Reliability

Water Chemistry
Control
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RAI 2.3.3.9-1:
A i*ent is shown on license r enewal clrait'ingLRA-12-5150B at location D5 as subject to an AMR.
lloitviei-; the vent component giroup is not listed in LRA Table 2.3.3-9. Clarifj if vents arre

considered to be paln of the comilponent groulp "piping" in Table 2.3.3-9. If not, justifj th/e
exclusion of this component from being subject to an A MR in accortdance writh the requireements
of 10 CFR 54.21('a)(1)
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.3.9-1:
The fuel oil tank vent piping shown on drawing LRA-12-5150B is subject to aging management
review and is included in the component type "Piping" listing in LRA Table 2.3 .3-9.
RAI 2.3.3.9-2:
ClariJfj' whether the components of the security diesel genelerator (SS-701) shown on license
renewal drawing LRA-12-5150B, at location N4, is treated in the D.C. Cook LRA as a comtplex
assembly. Regarding complex assemblies, Table 2.1-2 of NUREG-1800 states that "Some
strulcltures and components, wh'/ien combined, are considlereda complex assembblj.... An a1pplicant
should establish the boundariesfor each assembly by identifjing each structure and component
that makes up the complex assemblyj and determining iwhet her or not each structure and
component is subject to an AMR. " If the security diesel is treated as a complex assembly,
identif' the boundaries of /ie security liesel generator so that the staff may deteri-Iine whether
its subcomponents are subject to an AAIR in accoridance i'itih the requirelments of
10 CER 54.4(a) (3) and 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1).
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.3.9-2:
The security diesel generator is considered a complex assembly for the CNP LRA. The
mechanical subsystems of the security diesel generator subject to aging management review
include the fuel oil subsystem, lube oil subsystem, jacket water subsystem, intake air subsystem,
and engine exhaust gas subsystem. The cooling water supply to the security diesel was evaluated
with the fire protection system, which supplies the cooling water. Security diesel generator
components subject to aging management review are identified in LRA Table 2.3.3-9. The
diesel generator engine itself is an active component.

RAI 2.3.3.9-3:
License r-enewial drawi ing LRA-12-51501SOB s tto o joacket wtater coolers at locations KS and K9
ars being within the scope of licenise r-eneei'al an1d subject to an AAiR. C'lai-fj' ifWlese jacket iiater
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coolers arte listed in LRA Taible 2.3.3-9 (is parl of the heat exchainger coiniponent type subject to
an A AIR. If not, julsitv flhe exclusion of these coinpolnenlsffi onT7ablle 2.3.3-9.

I&M Response to RAI 2.3.3.9-3:
Jacket wveter coolers 12-l-IE-68-1 and 12-IIE-68-2 are subject to aging management review and
are included in the component types "Heat exchanger (shell)" and "Fleat exchanger (tubes)"
listings in LRA Table 2.3.3-9.

RAI-2.3.3.1 1-1:
Section 2.3.3. 11 of ite LRA elescribes 1 7 systems within the scope of license renewal andlsubject
to an AAIMR based on the criterion of o CER 54.4(a)(2), i.e., these sjstenis conlain
nonsafety-relateel components -whose failuhre couldi potentially result in the failure of
sqfety-related equipmlent to peiforin its intendledfifnction. I-loweiver, it is not explained how
failure of these systems or components within these sjsteins nary effect the safety-related
components/s)stemns intendledfiunctions. Provile adCditional infiormaction which drescribes ho it'

failutre of these nonscafety-relatled systemns results in the failutre of a sqifety-related system or
component to petformln its intendledtfunction.
I&M Response to RAI-2.3.3.11-1:
LRA Section 2.1.1.2 discusses the application of criterion for nonsafety-related SSCs whose
failure could prevent the accomplishment of safety functions. Systems and structures that meet
these criteria are included in the scope of license renewal, and are evaluated to determine if they
include passive, long-lived components that are subject to aging management review.
The application of the criterion for nonsafety-related SSCs whose failure could prevent the
accomplishment of safety functions were considered as either functional or spatial. In a
functional failure, the failure of a nonsafety-related SSC to perform its normal function impacts a
safety function. In a spatial failure, the loss of structural or mechanical integrity of a
nonsafety-related SSC in physical proximity to a safety-related component impacts a safety
function of the safety-related component.
The CCW system has the potential to be impacted by a functional 1O CFR 54.4(a)(2) type
failure. Pressure boundary failure of nonsafety-related piping and mechanical components that
branch from the CCW miscellaneous header could impact the ability of the CCW system to
perform its safety function.
The specific spatial failure mechanism (i.e., physical impact, pipe whip, jet impingement, harsh
environment from a pipe rupture, damage due to leakage, spray, or flooding) of each
10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) component was not determined, since a "spaces approach" was taken for the
majority of components, especially those included for leakage, spray, or flooding. This approach
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identifies occurrences in which the spatial interaction between safety-related and
nonsafety-related components could result in impairment of a safety function during the period
of extended operation. This provides a conservative basis for including all steam- or
liquid-containing components in a particular space that may interact with any safety-related
component.
As discussed with the NRC Staff in a public meeting conducted on March 31, 2004, two tables
are included in this response to facilitate the staff's reviewv. These tables identify by system and
building location the nonsafety-related component types whose failure could impact
safety-related SSCs. Table 2.3.3.11-IA includes liquid and steam systems in scope for
10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) or 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3) and 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) and Table 2.3.3.1 1-1B includes
liquid and steam systems in scope for 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) 2niv.
In addition, three drawings (OP-I-5141G, OP-2-5141G, and OP-I-514113) are provided in
Attachment 2 to this letter to facilitate the staff's review of the CCW system with regard to
10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) functional considerations. Additional discussion of these drawings is
included in the attached table.
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Tablc 2.3.3.11-1A Liquid and Steam Systems in Scope for 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) or (a)(3) an(l (a)(2) 3
BD
ICCW4
VS
SW
FW I
MS
j RCS
VENT

10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) BASIS
Spatial (SP), Functional (F) 5
13UILDING
COMPONENT TYPE
Bolting

SP

SP / F

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

A

AC

A,C

A,S

A

A,T

A,C

A

A,C

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Condenser shell

X

Eductor

X

X

X

Evaporator housing

X

X

Flowv indicator

Filter housing
I-leat exchanger

X
(shell)

X

X

Ion exchanger

X

x

Level gauge

X

Manifold

X

Orifice

X

Piping

X
X

X

X
X

x
X

x

x
X

X
X

X
X

Pump

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Silencer
Strainer

Thernioell

X
X
X
x

X

Irap

X

X

X
X
X

X

Tanks

X
X

X
X

X

x
X

x

X
X

X
X

X

Tubintg
Valve

Ventilation

jCNTMT

Unit

housing

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

II

Table Notes on next page; a list of abbreviations used in this table is provided after the Table 2.3.3.1 I-I B notes.

X

X
X
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Notes for Table 2.3.3.1 1-IA
Note 1.

Systems BD, CCW, CVCS, ESW, FW, MS, and RCS
LRA Section 2.3.3.11 as Group I Systems.

Note 2.

Systems VENT and CNTMT are discussed in LRA Section 2.3.3.11 under the Group 2
Systems heading.

Note 3.

FP system components that require aging management review for 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2)
are liquid-filled components in the containment, auxiliary building, screenhouse, and
the portion of the turbine building that contains the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pumps.
Because these portions of the system are also within the scope of license renewal for
10 CER 54.4(a)(3). no additional evaluation of FP system components is required for
10 CFR 54.4(a)(2).

Note 4.

All piping and passive components associated wvith drawings LRA-1-513513,
LRA-2-513513, LRA-1 -5135C, LRA-2-5135C, LRA-1 -5135D, LRA-2-5135D,
LRA-1-5135E, LRA-2-5135E, LRA-1-5135F, LRA-2-5135F, LRA-1-5135G, and
LRA-2-5135G are considered to be in scope and subject to aging management review
for CCW system 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) functional considerations with the following
exceptions:
*
*
*
*

are identified

in

safety valve relief piping to drains or atmosphere
vent piping from a closed vent valve to atmosphere
all drains and drain piping from a closed drain valve to a drain
piping to heat exchangers from a system other than the CCW system

In addition, the CCW supply to the nuclear sample coolers shown on drawings
OP-1-5141G and OP-2-5141G (Attachment 2 to this letter) at locations D2, F2, 112,
and K2, as well as the CCW side of the coolers, are considered to be in scope for
CCW system 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) functional considerations. Also, the CCW supply to
the sample chiller condenser shown on drawing OP-1-514113 (Attachment 2 to this
letter) at location 116, as wvell as the CCW side of the coolers, are considered to be in
scope for CCW system 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) functional considerations.
Active components (such as those identified in NEI 95-10, Appendix B), which
include items such as instrumentation, motors and valve operators, and short lived
components, are screened out and not subject to aging management review.
Note 5.

Spatial failure (SP) - the loss of structural or mechanical integrity of a
nonsafety-related structure or component in physical proximity to a safety-related
component, which impacts the safety function of the safety-related component.
Functional failure (F) - the failure of a nonsafety-related SSC to perform its normal
function %whichimpacts a safety function.
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Table 2.3.3.11-lB Liquid and Steam Systems in Scope forl10CFR 54.4(a)(2) Onlv 2
AS CF DEMIN DRAIN ICE
LTW NESW
NS
PASS I PW I 1WD I SD

SYSTEM'
10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) BASIS
Spatial (S), Functional (F)

BUILDING

I

SP

Si,

P

A

I

A,C,T I

A

I

X

COMPONENT TYPE

Bolting

_Ij
X

Condenser shell
Evaporator housing

X

[

A,C,T [

A,C,T
I_

[X

XX

_

X

SP

A,C

A,C,T

_

lX

_

X

I

_

-

-

X

I

RMS

!

SP

AC I A

-

X_

Ill_

X

SP

X

I X

X

!X

1_

_

X

X

X

X

I

X
X

Level.ass ga

X

_

__i_!X
[J
X X X IX
IX

X

XX
X

X

X

J

jX

X

I
X

x

I_

X
I

Thermowell

I

Trap_
_

X
_

X

!

I

X

I

I

X

i
_

X

x

I

_

XIXI

X

X

i

X

I

i

IX

_X

_
_

X

I

XX

X

I

I

j

i

I

x
X
_X

I

XI

I

X

j

X

IX

_X

I
I

X

Xj___j

I

i

i

_

X

XI

!

X

r

_

X

x-

I
I

j
X

x

I_____IX

I

X

X

X

I
I

_

X

X

I
X

X

XIX
IX

_

Samplc cooler (HX)

housing

|

| X
X

'I'anik

X

X

(piping)

Orifice
lPipim,
pcasig

T
ig
Valve

I

li|

_

SFP

SP

A,T IA,CI

I

_

housing

Strainer

SP
sP

- _

X

_

_

X
_

A,C,T

_

Heater coil

Manifold

A

IX

{

Filter housing
Flex hose
Ileat exchaanger (shell)
I-leater

X

!

SP

xix

Table Notes on next page; a list of abbreviations used in this table is provided after the Table 2.3.3.1 1-1 B notes.
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X
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Notes for Table 2.3.3.1 1-lB
Note 1.

Systems AS, CF, DEMIN, DRAIN, ICE, LTW, NESW, NS, PASS, PW, RWD, SD,
SFP, and RMS are discussed in LRA section 2.3.3.11 for Group 2 Systems.

Note 2.

The intended function of the SCRN system is to provide a flow path to and from the
ultimate heat sink and the ESW system via the intake and discharge tunnels. Failure
of this function, performed by nonsafety-related equipment, could affect a safety
function. For license renewal, this equipment is evaluated with the screenhouse
structure (LRA Section 2.4.3). Therefore, no components in the SCRN system are
evaluated in this section. The SCRN system does not have the potential for spatial
interaction with safety-related equipment.

Note 3.

Spatial failure (SP) - the loss of structural or mechanical integrity of a
nonsafety-related structure or component in physical proximity to a safety-related
component, which impacts the safety function of the safety-related component.
Functional failure (F) - the failure of a nonsafety-related SSC to perform its normal
function which impacts a safety function.
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Abbreviations for Tables 2.3.3.11-IA and 2.3.3.1 1-lB
Systems
AS
BD
CCW
CF
CNTMT
CVCS
DEMIN
DRAIN
ESW
FP
FW
ICE
LTW
MS
NESW
NS
PASS
PW
RCS
RWD
SD
SFP
RMS
VENT

Auxiliary Steam
Blowdown System
Component Cooling Water
Chemical Feed
Containment
Chemical Volume and Control System
Demineralized Water
Process Drains
Essential Service Water
Fire Protection
Feedwater
Ice Condenser
Lake Township Water
Main Steam
Non Essential Service Water
Nuclear Sampling
Post Accident Sampling
Primary Water
Reactor Coolant System
Radioactive Waste Disposal
Station Drainage
Spent Fuel Pool
Radiation Monitoring System
Ventilation Systems (Auxiliary Building, Containment and Miscellaneous)

Buildings
A
C
S
T

Auxiliary Building
Containment
Screenhouse
Turbine Building
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RAI 2.3.3.11-2:
LRA Table 2.3.3-11 identifies component types and intendedfinctions as a group for these 17
systems. The staff is unable to identify which component types and intendedfinctions in the
table correlate to ivhich of the 17 systems described in LRA Section 2.3.3.11. License renenal
drawings have not been providedfor these systems, nor does the UFSAR provide sufficient
descriptive information. Therefore, the staff is unable to conclude, with reasonable assurance,
that the applicant has identified the mechanical system components for these systems that are
within the scope of license renewal and subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements
of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) and 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1). In orderfor the staff to make this determination,
provide drawings or text information which identifies the components by system that are subject
to an AMR because they meet the intended finction of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) and
J0 CFR 54.21(a) (1). If any of these components are not included in LRA Table 2.3.3-11, revise
the table.
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.3.11-2:
LRA Section 2.1.1.2 describes the application of the 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) criterion at CNP. The
category in this section that results in the greatest amount of equipment subject to aging
management review and included in LRA Table 2.3.3-11 is that of nonsafety-related components
included as a result of their potential for leakage and spray. Highlighted flow diagrams that
indicate 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) components would be of limited value to a reviewer since flow
diagrams do not provide equipment location information. Without location information, it
cannot be determined if nonsafety-related equipment has a potential for spatial interaction such
as leakage or spray onto safety-related equipment.
Nonsafety-related systems and components with the potential for spray or leakage that could
prevent safety-related systems and components from performing their required safety function
are considered in the scope of license renewal and subject to the requirements of
10 CFR 54.21 (a)(1). The concern for these systems is a pressure boundary failure that could
result in the nonsafety-related piping spraying or leaking on safety-related equipment.
To identify systems that would be in scope for 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) as a result of the potential for
leaking or spraying on safety-related equipment, the following conservative approach was
utilized.
*

First, the safety-related structures at CNP were identified using the civil/structural aging
management review reports. These structures are the containment buildings, auxiliary
building, screenhouse and the portion of the turbine building that contains the AFW
pumps. These areas contain the relevant targets, i.e., safety-related SSCs, with the
potential to be affected by failure of nonsafety-related components.

*

The systems in these structures containing liquid or steam were then identified. This was
done with plant layout drawings and CNP FDB information that identifies the location of
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components. Only systems with nonsafety-related components in the safety-related
structures specified above were included in scope for 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2).
Individual components in these systems were evaluated using equipment location
information in the CNP FDB and equipment layout drawings. Conservatively, all
nonsafety-related components containing liquid or steam located in the containment
building, auxiliary building, screenhouse and the portion of the turbine building that
contains the AFW pumps were determined to be subject to aging management review
unless no safety-related equipment was in the area. This process resulted in many
nonsafety-related components being included even though they likely cannot impact
safety-related equipment. In limited cases, additional reviews were performed to exclude
specific nonsafety-related components where design features, such as panels or
enclosures, would protect safety-related equipment from leakage or spray.
The approach for scoping and screening of nonsafety-related components for 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2)
assures that components within the scope of license renewal and subject to an aging management
review in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) and 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) have
all been identified and included in LRA Tables 2.3.3-1l and 3.3.2-11. To facilitate the staffs
review, tables identifying component types that are subject to aging management review in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) have been provided in I&M's response
to RAI 2.3.3.11-1.

RAI 2.3.3.11-3:
Page 2.3-82 of the LRA implies that the spent fiuel pool cooling system does not perform an
intended finction as defined in JO CFR 54.4.
In addition, license renewal drawings
LRA-1-5135B and LRA-2-5135B show portions of the CCWV system piping between the license
renewal boundaryflags at locations J3 and L4 (to andfrom the spentfiel pit heat exchangers)
as excludedfrom being subject to an AMR. Howvever, UFSAR Section 9.4.1, Page 35 states that
"Any spent fiuel pool off-loading scenario, including a fill core off-load of tvo units, which
meets the 1800 F peak bulk pool temperature with one train of cooling and 5.8 hours to boil
criteriais acceptable."
From this statement, it is not clear that water in the spent fiuel pool can maintain sufficient
shielding and prevent the release of radioactive gases with the 180YF peak bulk pool
temperature and 5.8 hours to boil criteriawithout activation of at least one cooling train. Justify
why at least one train of spent fuel pool cooling is not within the scope of license renewal in
accordancewith the requirements of 10 CFR 54.4(a).
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.3.11-3:
The SER for CNP Units 1 and 2 License Amendments 260 and 243 (Reference 1) provides the
bases for the UFSAR statement cited above. The SER evaluated conditions related to the
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approval of a change to shorter starts of core offload dependent on maximum ultimate heat sink
temperatures during two periods in a year.
Section 2.2.3 of the SER provides the SFP cooling system evaluation of cases as follows:
* Case la - planned full-core offload after 148 hours of decay time, 85 0 F ultimate heat
sink temperature, and one SFP cooling train fails. This case results in a peak pool
bulk temperature of 179.9 0 F.
* Case lb - planned full-core offload after 100 hours of decay time, 77.80 F ultimate
heat sink temperature, and one SFP cooling train fails. This case results in a peak
pool bulk temperature of 180.07F.
* Case 2 - unplanned full-core offload after 100 hours of decay time and 30 days after
previously discharged refueling load, 85 0 F ultimate heat sink temperature; no failure
until peak SFP temperature is reached - then both SFP cooling trains are lost, leading
to boiling in the SFP. This case results in a 5.8 hour time-to-boil.
Section 2.2.4 of the SER provides the following conclusions.
"For planned refueling conditions with both cooling trains in service, SFP water
temperature will stay below 142.3°F, which is below the long term SFP design
temperature of 150'F. In the event that one SFP cooling train fails, the remaining SFP
cooling train will maintain SFP temperature below the SFP design temperature of
180 0F ... "
"In the unlikely event of a sustained loss of both SFP cooling trains, the available makeup
capacity exceeds the maximum potential rate of evaporative losses, and these makeup
sources can be aligned within the time available prior to the onset of boiling. Therefore,
the staff concludes that the reliability and capacity of SFP cooling and makeup systems
are adequate to deal with the increased heat load, resulting from the proposed reduction
in decay time ..."
Reference to the 180WF peak bulk pool temperature in the cited UFSAR statement reflects the
evaluation of Cases la and lb (loss of one train of SFP cooling) and reference to 5.8 hours to
boil reflects the evaluation of Case 2 (loss of all SFP cooling).
Sufficient shielding is maintained by compliance with Technical Specification 3/4.9.11, which
specifies that at least 23 feet of water shall be maintained over the top of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the storage racks. The minimum water level is consistent with the assumptions in
the accident analyses. As indicated in UFSAR Section 2.9.2, the SFP cooling system is a
Seismic Class II system; the SFP itself is a Seismic Class I structure.
Based on the availability and capability of other reliable sources of makeup to maintain shielding
at the maximum potential rate of evaporative losses, as evaluated in the Reference I SER, and
the SFP cooling system seismic design classification, as indicated in the CNP UFSAR, the SFP
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cooling system was determined to not have an intended function and was not included in the
scope of license renewal in accordance with 10 CFR 54.4(a).
Reference for RAI 2.3.3.11-3
1. Letter from J. F. Stang, NRC, to R. P. Powers, I&M, "Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant, Units 1
and 2 - Issuance of Amendments (TAC Nos. MB1975 and MB1976)," dated
November 30, 2001 [Accession No. ML012910720]

RAI 2.3.4.1-1:
LRA Section 2.3.4.1 states that "The main feedivater system is also included in the scope of
license renewal due to the potentialfor spatial interactionswith safety-related equipment. The
main feedwater system non-safety-related components requiring an aging management review
for 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) are in the auxiliary building."
License renewal drawings LRA-J-5105D and LRA-2-5105D (the only drawings referenced in
Section 2.3.4.1) show the safety-relatedportion of the mainfeedwvater system only, which is from
the steam generatorsto the mainfeedwvater check valves. Thisportion of the system is within the
scope of license renewval based on the criteria of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1). The remainder of the
feednvater system, upstream of the check valves ('vhich includes the aforementioned non- safetyrelatedcomponents within the scope of license renewal in accordancewith 10 CFR 54.4(a) (2), is
continued on drawings 1-5106 and 2-5106, which are not included in the LRA drawing index.
Therefore, the staff is unable to determine whether the main feedwtater system components that
meet 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) criteria (nonsafety-related components whose failure prevent
satisfactory accomplishment of a safety-related component intendedfiunction) are identified as
component types subject to an AMR in LRA Table 2.3.4-1. Provide drawings or text information
which identifies the main feedwater system components within the scope of license renewal
because they meet the criteria of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) as described. If any of these components
which are passive and long-lived are not included as a component type in LRA Table 2.3.4-1,
revise this table.
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.4.1-1:
The nonsafety-related component types in the feedwater system that require aging management
review for 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) are located in the auxiliary building and consist of the component
types of bolting, orifices, thermowells, valves, manifolds, tubing, and piping. As described in
LRA Section 2.3.3.11, the feedwater system is a Group I system. For systems in Group 1, the
material and environments are the same in the portion of the system meeting the criteria of
10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) as for those portions meeting the criteria of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) or
10 CFR 54.4(a)(3).
Aging management programs for the environment and material
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combinations identified in LRA Table 3.4.2-1 will manage aging for the component types listed
above.

RAI 2.3.4.2-1:
LRA Section 2.3.4.2 states that "The main steam system is also included in the scope of license
renewal due to the potential for spatial interactions with safety-related equipment. The
nonsafety-related components in the main steam system that require aging management review
for 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) are in the auxiliary building and the turbine building in the auxiliary
feedsater pump rooms." According to LRA Section 2.1.2.1.2, "Components that are within the
scope of license renewal based solely on the criterion of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) are not generally
indicatedon the drawings but are described in Section 2.3 and listed in Table 3.3.2-11."
License renewal drawings LRA-1-5105D, LRA-2-5105D, LRA-1-5141A, and LRA-2-5141A (the
only drawings referenced in Section 2.3.4.2) show the safety-relatedportion of the main steam
system only from the steam generators to the main steam isolation valves. This portion of the
system is within the scope of license renewal based on the criteriaof 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1). The
remainder of the system, downstream of the isolation valves up to the high-pressure turbine
(which would include the aforementioned non-safety-related components within the scope of
license renewal in accordancewith 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2)), is shown on the license renewal drawing
LRA-1-5105. However, no components belonging to the main steam system are highlighted on
this draiving. Additionally LRA Table 3.3.2-11 lists component types under the general heading
of "Miscellaneous Systems in Scope for 10 CFR 54.4(a) (2)" rather than associating them with
specific systems. As a result, by using this table and the LRA drawingsprovided, the staff is
unable to verify that all main steam system components within the scope of license renewal and
subject to an AMR have been properly identified.
Clarify whether all the non-safety-related components of the main steam system are within the
scope of license renewal, because of a potential spatial interaction with safety-related
equipment, subject to an AMR in accordance with 10 CFR 54.4(a) (2) and J0 CFR 54.21(a)(1).
If not, identify which components are in-scope and subject to an AMR.
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.4.2-1:
The nonsafety-related component types in the main steam system that require aging management
review for 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) are located in the auxiliary building and inside the AFW pump
rooms in the turbine building. They consist of bolting, tanks, strainers, traps, valves, tubing, and
piping. As described in LRA Section 2.3.3.11, the main steam system is a Group I system. For
systems in Group 1, the material and environments are the same in the portion of the system
meeting the criteria of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) as for those portions meeting the criteria of
10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) or 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3). Aging management programs for the environment and
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material combinations identified in LRA Table 3.4.2-2 will manage aging for all the component
types listed above.

RAI 2.3.4.2-2:
The four main steam isolation valves and their actuatorsare shown on license renewtal drawings
LRA-1-SJOSD and LRA-2-5105D at locations B3, B7, L3, and L7. UFSAR Section 10.2.2
describes the design of these actuators. The drawingsshow the actuatorcylindrical housings as
being ivithin the scope of license renewal and subject to an AMR. Hous'ever, these housings are
not specifically listed in LRA Table 2.3.4-2 as a component type subject to an AMR. These
housings are passive, long lived components and meet the requirements of 10 CFR 4.21(a)(1)
for being subject to an AMR. Clarify itether these housings are included in one of component
types listed in LRA Table 2.3.4-2. If not, justify the exclusion of these housings from being
subject to an AMR.
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.4.2-2:
The steam cylinders for the steam generator stop valves MRV-210, 220, 230, and 240 form part
of the main steam pressure boundary and are an integral part of the valve bodies. The steam
cylinders and other portions of the valve body are highlighted on drawings LRA-1-5105D and
LRA-2-5105D and are included in the aging management review in the main steam system.
Since the steam cylinders are an integral part of the valve body, they are included in the
component type "Valve."

RAI 2.3.4.3-1:
With regardto the condensate storage tank, LRA Section 2.3.4.3 states that "The floating head
seal and associated support posts are included in the aging management review because the
failure of the seal could cause flowv blockage." License renewal drawings LRA-1-5106A and
LRA-2-5106A show the condensate storage tanksfor Units I and 2 as being subject to an AMR.
Howsever, thefloatingheadseal is shown to be excludedfrom being subject to an AMR in both of
these dravings and, furthermore, is not listed in LRA Table 2.3.4-3 as a component type subject
to an AMR. Explain why the floating head seal on the condensate storage tank, although stated
earlierto be subject to an AMR, is not highlighted on the abovementioned drawings nor listed in
Table 2.3.4-3 as a component type subject to an AMR.
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.4.3-1:
As stated in LRA Section 2.3.4.3, the floating head seal and associated support posts are
included in the aging management review because the failure of the seal could cause flow
blockage. Since the seal does not have a unique component number in the database, it was
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included in the component type "Tank" in LRA Table 2.3.4-3. As listed in LRA Table 3.4.2-3
under the component type "Tank", elastomer tank components may experience change in
material properties or cracking. It is an administrative oversight that the seals are not highlighted
on drawings LRA-1-5106A and LRA-2-5106A to show that they are subject to aging
management review.

RAI 2.3.4.3-2:
License renewal drawingsLRA-1-5106A and LRA-2-5106A show strainersupstream of the three
auxiliaryfeedwater pumps at locations E9, H9, and K9. LRA Table 2.3.4-3 includes strainer
housings as a component type subject to an AMR, however, strainer internals have not been
listed in this table. Failure of the strainerinternals could prevent the strainerfrom performing
its intendedfinction (in this case preventing debrisfrom entering the pump suction), or possibly
cause aflow blockage. Clarify uhether these strainerinternals are long-lived and passive. If
so, justify why strainerinternals are not included in Table 2.3.4-3 as being subject to an AMR in
accordancewith 10 CFR 54.21(a)(J).
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.4.3-2:
Strainers upstream of the AFW pumps have a component intended function of filtration. They
are long-lived and passive and, therefore, are subject to aging management review. The strainer
internals were inadvertently omitted from LRA Tables 2.3.4-3 and 3.4.2-3 in error.
The stainless steel strainer internals are submerged in treated water in AFW pump suction
The aging
piping, which is the same environment as the stainless steel AFW suction piping.
effect requiring management is loss of material, which is managed by the Primary and Secondary
Water Chemistry Control Program. The aging management review results are consistent with
those for the internal surfaces of the stainless steel piping in LRA Table 3.4.2-3.
LRA Table 3.4.2-3 should include the following entry for completeness (LRA Table 2.3.4-3
should also include the first two columns in the entry):
Component
Type
____

_

Strainer
Strainer

Internals

Intended
Function

Material

_Management

Treated water

..

Filtration Stainless steel Treted ate
______

___

____

Aging Effect
Requiring

Environment
(Internal)

Aging Management
Programs

Loss of material
__

_

_

_

_

_

_

WtrChemistry
Chmtry

_Control

RAI 2.3.4.3-3:
License reneut'al drawing LRA-1-5106A showvs turbine oil cooler HE-70 and governor oil cooler
HE-71, at locations L3 and M2, as being in scope and subject to an AMR. LRA Table 2.3.4-3
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lists the heat exchanger subcomponents "shell" and "tubes" as separate component types subject
to an AMR. However, other subcomponents of the lube oil coolers, such as tubesheets and
channel heads (which perform a pressure boundary intendedfiunction), are not explicitly listed in
LRA Table 2.3.4-3, as are the shell and the tubes. Furthermore, the cooling water system used to
cool the lube oil has not been identified on the license renewal drawing LRA-1-5106A. Identify
the coolers cooling wloater system, andjustify why other heat exchanger internal subcomponents
such as tubesheets and channel heads are not consideredto be subject to an AMR, or else revise
Table 2.3.4-3 to include these items.
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.4.3-3:
The turbine oil cooler and governor oil cooler use water from the AFW system itself for cooling.
As can be seen in sketch "L-4 "on drawing LRA-1-5106A, water from the turbine-driven AFW
(TDAFW) pump discharge is diverted to flow through the turbine oil cooler and governor oil
cooler, then is returned to the suction of the TDAFW pump.
Subcomponents of the lube oil coolers, such as tubesheets and channel heads are subject to aging
management review but are not explicitly listed in LRA Table 2.3.4-3. The programs that
manage aging effects on the shell and tubes also manage aging effects on subcomponents.
Therefore, the subcomponents are included in the component types "Heat exchanger (shell)" and
"Heat exchanger (tubes)" in LRA Table 2.3.4-3.

RAI 2.3.4.4-1:
UFSAR Section 10.11.2 states that the steam generatorblolwdown is monitoredfor radioactivity
prior to reaching either the startup or normal blowvdolvn flash tanks. It is firther stated that
these radiation monitors close the steam generator blowvdoutn system isolation valves upon
detection of high radioactivity. However, the staff has examined the license renewal drawings
for Units 1 and 2 referenced in LRA Section 2.3.4.4 and is unable to locate radiationmonitors
upstream of the flash tanks. In effecting closure of the isolation valves, these monitors suipport
the intended fitnction of containment isolation and, therefore, the passive, pressure boundary
retaininghousingsfor these monitors should be within the scope of license renewal and subject
to an AMR. Provide information to locate the aforementioned radiation monitors and verify
whether pressure boundary retaininghousings for these components are subject to an AMR. If
not, justify the exclusion of these radiationmonitorsfrom being subject to an AMR, or else revise
Table 2.3.4-4 to include these items.
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.3.4-1:
Radiation monitoring upstream of the steam generator blowdown (SGBD) flash tanks is provided
in each unit by monitor DRA-300 (R-1 9), which is depicted in Unit 1 at location D7 on drawing
LRA-1-5141A and in Unit 2 at location D7 on drawing LRA-2-5141A. As shown on drawing
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LRA-1 -5105 at location B5 and on drawing LRA-2-5105B at locations C2 and C3, the individual
steam generator sample points DSR-301, DSR-302, DSR-303, and DSR-304 tap off upstream of
the SGBD isolation valves DCR-310, DCR-320, DCR-330, and DCR-340, and are thus upstream
of the flash tanks. The SG samples pass through steam generator sample isolation valves
DCR-301, DCR-302, DCR-303, and DCR-304 before reaching monitor DRA-300.
Radiation monitors 1-DRA-300 and 2-DA-300 do not support a containment isolation function.
The SGBD isolation valves are intended for equipment protection as described in
UFSAR Section 5.4.1 under containment isolation system Class F piping and are not considered
containment isolation valves. The closure of these valves on a high radiation signal provided by
the radiation monitors isolates an effluent process flow when high steam generator radioactivity
exists. Radiation monitors 1-DRA-300 and 2-DRA-300 pressure retaining boundaries are not
subject to aging management since they are located downstream of the seismic I class break at
air-operated fail-closed isolation valves DCR-301, DCR-302, DCR-303, and DCR-304. The
radiation monitors are outside of the 10 CFR 54.4(a)(1) and 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3) pressure
boundary as shown on drawings LRA-1-5141A and LRA-2-5141A. Therefore, the radiation
monitors are not subject to an aging management review and are not included in
LRA Table 2.3.4-4.

RAI 2.3.4.5-1:
LRA Section 2.3.4.5 states that the only intendedfunction of the mechanical components of the
main turbine system is to effect a turbine trip (via the turbine control system) in response to an
anticipated transient without scram or a station blackout event. Since a pressure boundary
failure of the mechanical components of the control system wvill automatically cause a trip (a
fail-safe condition), the pressure boundary intendedfiunctionof these components is not required
following these events. LRA Section 2.3.4.5 also states that no passive mechanical conmponent of
the main turbine system is subject to an AMR.
In accordance with the criteria of
10 CFR 54.4(a)(3), the mechanical components of the main turbine control system should be
within the scope of license reneiwal. Since LR Section 2.3.4.5 does not reference orprovide any
boundary drawings ivhich show these components, the staff is unable to determine if all
components which should be subject to an AMR have been identified. Provide a drating or a
text description of the main turbine system that identifies the mechanical components of the
turbine control system which are subject to an AMR.
I&M Response to RAI 2.3.4.5-1:
In accordance with LRA Section 2.3.4.5, the intended function of the mechanical components of
the main turbine system is to affect a turbine trip in response to an ATWS or a station blackout.
In accordance with the criteria of 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3), the turbine control system is *vithin the
scope of license renewal. The turbine control system is a hydraulic system that trips the turbine
by dumping hydraulic fluid from the turbine control valve actuators. Since a pressure boundary
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failure of the mechanical components of the control system will automatically cause a trip (a failsafe condition), the pressure boundary of these components is not required to support the system
intended function. Mechanical components that actually dump the hydraulic fluid are active and
do not require aging management review. Since passive mechanical components have no
intended function, they also require no aging management review. Therefore, no mechanical
components of the turbine control system are subject to aging management review.
RAI 2.4-1:
(1) LRA Table 2.2-4 identifies structures that are not within the scope of license renewal. The
note at the top of the table states "The UFSAR does not contain details of these structures."
It is not obvious to the staff that all of the listed structures serve no intendedfunction, e.g.,
the containment access building, gas cylinder storage building, hazardousstorage building,
and the loopfeed enclosure. Please clarify andprovide technicalbasisfor the determination
that they are not within the scope of license renewal.
(2) LRA Table 2.2-4 identifies the "Switchyard tower andpedestalforUnit 2 power delivery" as
not being within the scope of license renewal. However, LRA Section 2.4.4 "Yard
Structures" identifies "Tower: Unit 2 power delivery to switchyard" as within scope and
subject to aging management review. Please resolve this apparentdiscrepancy.
(3) Please verify that seismic II over I considerationsare not applicable to structures listed in
LRA Table 2.2-4 (e.g., meteorological andmicrowave towers).
(4) Please verify that at plant site, is there any site drainage or dewateringsystem that is relied
on to control the groundwater level. If there is such a system, please identify whether this
system (or systems) is within the scope of license renewal. Also, pleaseprovide the technical
basisfor either including it in or excluding itfrom the scope of license renewal. If within the
scope, identify the applicableAMR references in LRA Section 3.
I&M Response to RAI 2.4-1:

(1)

The containment access building, gas cylinder storage building, and the hazardous
storage building do not perform intended functions. The containment access building is
located east of the auxiliary building crane bay. It houses the offices for the Radiation
Protection Department and serves as the primary entry/exit point for the radiologically
restricted area. The gas cylinder storage building stores miscellaneous gas cylinders and
is located on grade south of the Unit 2 turbine building. The hazardous storage building
is a modular building, located west of the Unit 1 turbine building, in which 55-gallon
drums of chemical waste are stored.
These three structures are not connected to seismic structures and do not provide:
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(a) structural support or functional support for safety-related equipment;
(b) shelter or protection for safety-related equipment;
(c) structural or functional support for non-safety related equipment whose failure
could directly prevent satisfactory accomplishment of required safety-related
functions;
(d) missile barriers (internally or externally generated);
(e) flood protection barriers (internal or external flooding event);
(f) rated fire barriers to confine or retard a fire from spreading to or from adjacent
regulatory fire areas or regulatory fire zones; or
(g) structural or functional support for components credited for regulated events.
Note that the "Gas bottle storage tank foundation" listed in LRA Table 2.2-3, the "Gas
bottle storage tank rack" listed in LRA Table 2.4-4, and the "Gas bottle storage tank rack
and foundation" listed in LRA Section 2.4.4 refer to the nitrogen bulk storage tank
foundation and racks, which is in scope for 10 CFR 54.4(a)(3) requirements, and not to
the gas cylinder storage building discussed above.

(2)

The inclusion of the loop feed enclosure in LRA Table 2.2-4 is an error. The loop feed
enclosure is in the scope of license renewal as part of the offsite power (OFPW) system
(which was included based on NRC guidance pertaining to station blackout). The OFPW
system provides the electrical interconnections between the offsite network and the
station auxiliary buses, as well as electrical interconnections among other buildings and
facilities located on the CNP site. The concrete portion of the loop feed enclosure is
covered in LRA Table 2.4-4, under line item "Trench from switchyard to start-up
transformers (duct bank)." The enclosure itself is covered in LRA Table 2.4-5 under line
item "Electrical instrument panels and enclosures."
The inclusion of "Switchyard tower and pedestal for Unit 2 power delivery" in
LRA Table 2.2-4 is an administrative error. The same item is correctly identified in
LRA Table 2.2-3.

(3)

During the scoping process, Seismic II over I considerations were verified as not
applicable to structures that were correctly listed in LRA Table 2.2-4, including
meteorological and microwave towers.

(4)

CNP does not have any site drainage or dewatering system that is relied on to control the
groundwater level.

RAI 2.4-2:
Based on its reviewv of LRA Sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5, the staff identified the followving
three (3) issues relatedto scoping and screening:
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a. It is not clear to the staff if the applicant has addressed thermal insulation on piping and
structures in its scoping and screeningevaluation.
b. LRA Section 2.4.1 (Page 2.4-2) states that: "Seals are provided on the boundary of the lower
and uipper compartments and on the hatches in the operating deck to limit steam bypassing
the ice condenser." Howbever, LRA Table 2.4-1 does not appear to include these seals.
c. LRA Section 2.4.1 identifies the equipment hatch as part of the containment structure
evaluation boundary. However, LRA Table 2.4-1 does not appear to include the equipment
hatch.
For each issue above, the applicant is requested to (1) identify if it is within the scope oflicense
renewal; (2) if not within the scope of license renewal, provide the technical basis for that
determination; (3) if within the scope of license renewval, identify the specific table and rowv in
LRA Section 2.3 or 2.4 that includes the item; and (4) if within the scope of license renewal,
identify the location in LRA Section 3 that addressesthe AMR for the item.

I&M Response to RAI 2.4-2:
a. For information related to thermal insulation on piping, refer to the RAI 2.1-5 response.
Structural thermal insulation is addressed in the scoping and screening evaluation as follows:
(1) The thermal barriers for the ice condenser, wall duct panels, intermediate and upper deck
curtains, and concrete walls are within the scope of license renewal.
(2) Not applicable - within the scope of license renewal.
(3) The thermal barriers for the ice condenser, wall duct panels, intermediate and upper deck
curtains, and concrete walls are included in the "Ice condenser intermediate and upper
deck curtains" entry in LRA Table 2.4-1 on page 2.4-16.
(4) The "Ice condenser intermediate and upper deck curtains" entry in LRA Table 3.5.2-1 on
page 3.5-40 addresses the aging management review for these items.
b. Seals that provide a boundary between the lower and upper compartments are of three types.
* Divider barrier seals between the bottom of the ice condenser compartment slab and the
containment wall and up the sides of the ice condenser end walls.
* Divider barrier hatch seals provided on the hatches in the operating deck.
* Divider barrier penetration seals installed around penetrations and openings through the
divider barrier.
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For these seals,
(1) All three types of seals described above are within the scope of license renewal. The
seals are sub-components within the containment structure and are not explicitly called
out. LRA Table 2.2-3 lists the containment as a structure within scope.
(2) Not applicable - within the scope of license renewal.
(3) The first two types of seals, divider barrier seals and the divider barrier hatch seals, are
not listed in LRA Table 2.4-1 as subject to aging management review since they are
considered short-lived. The determination that the divider barrier seals and the divider
barrier hatch seals are short-lived is based on guidance in the SOC and in NUREG-1 800.
SOC on "Long-Lived" SRP Section 2.1.3.2.2:
"It is important to note, however, that the Commission has decided not to
generically exclude passive structures and components that are replaced
based on performance or condition from an [AMR]...such generic
exclusion is not appropriate...However, the Commission does not intend to
preclude a license renewal applicant from providing site-specific
justification in a license renewal application that a replacement program
on the basis of performance or condition for a passive structure or
component provides reasonable assurance that the intended function of the
passive structure or component will be maintained in the period of
extended operation."
Specific Staff Guidance on "Consumables" SRP Table 2.1-3 " . . . The consumables in category (c) are short-lived and periodically
replaced, and can be excluded from an AMR on that basis. Likewise, the
consumables that fall within category (d) are typically replaced based on
performance or condition monitoring that identifies whether these
components are at the end of their qualified lives and may be excluded, on
a plant-specific basis, from AMR under 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(1)(ii)."
The divider barrier seals are inspected and replaced based on their condition in
accordance with CNP Technical Specification Surveillance Requirement 4.6.5.9. The
divider barrier hatch seals are visually inspected before final closure each outage and
replaced as needed and are inspected every ten years per CNP Technical Specification
Surveillance Requirement 4.6.5.5.2. Therefore, these seals are short-lived and not
subject to aging management review. The divider barrier penetration seals are listed in
the "Divider barrier penetration seals" entry in LRA Table 2.4-5 on page 2.4-22.
(4) The "Divider barrier penetration seals" entry in LRA Table 3.5.2-5 on page 3.5-66
addresses the aging management review for divider barrier penetration seals.
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c. The equipment hatch is grouped with the personnel airlocks in the component type "Air lock
doors." The equipment hatch is located near the top of the fuel transfer canal. One personnel
access opening is located within the equipment hatch. The other is located at the instrument
room, El. 612'. The component type "Air lock doors" corresponds to items 3.5.1-4 and
3.5.1-5 "Personnel airlock and equipment hatch" in LRA Table 3.5-1 on page 3.5-17.
(I) The equipment hatch is within the scope of license renewal and is subject to aging
management review.
(2) Not applicable - within the scope of license renewal.
(3) The equipment hatch is included in component type "Air lock doors" entry in
LRA Table 2.4-1 on page 2.4-14.
(4) The "Air lock doors" entry in LRA Table 3.5.2-1 on page 3.5-27 addresses the aging
management review for the equipment hatch.

RAI 2.4-3:
The staff has reviewed the following information submitted by the applicant, in order to identify
all of the structures and components that are essential to ensure access to the ultimate heat sink
(Lake Michigan),for safe shutdown following a design basis event:
LRA Section 2.3.3.2 (EssentialService Water),
LRA Section 2.3.3. 11 (Screen Wash System),
LRA Section 2.4.3 (Turbine Building andScreenhouse);
UFSAR Section 9.8.3 (Service Water Systems),
UFSAR Section 10.6 (CirculatingWlater System);
UFSAR Figure 1.3-1 (Plot Plan),
UFSAR Figure 10.6-1 (CirculatingWater System)
As a result of this review, additional information are needed before the staff can reach a
conclusion that all essential elements have been included in the LR scope and have been subject
to agingmanagement review.
LRA Section 2.4.3, under "Evaluation Boundaries", lists the structural elements that are
evalutatedfor the turbine building and screenhouse. The following elements in the list appear to
directly relate to the availabilityof cooling waterfor safe shutdown:
Screenhouse superstruclture, which houses the EST and CT~pumps, as well as the traveling
screens, stop logs, and bar grills
Structural components and commoditiesfrom, and including, the intake cribs up to but not
including the CWpump intake piping
Structural components and commoditiesfrom, and including, the intake cribs up to but not
including the ESJYpunmp intake piping
Structural components and commodities from, and including, the discharge tunnels up to,
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and including, the dischargejets
Structuralcomponents and commodities that support C Wpumps and intake piping
Structuralcomponents and commodities that support ESTWpumps and intake piping
Structuralcomponents and commodities associatedwith thefolloiving:
Intake cribs; Discharge piping; Forebay; Traveling screens; Trash baskets; Trash
collection; Sluice gates; De-icing tunnels; Discharge tunnels; Screenhouse; Piping
supports, pump supports, baseplates, and anchors containedwithin the screenhouse.

Howvever, many of the elements listed above are not specifically identified in LRA Table 2.4-3,
"Turbine Building And Screenhouse Components Subject to Aging Management Reviewi", and
only tnvo (2) items in the table specify an intendedfunction "SCIV" (provide source of cooling
iv'ater for plant shutdown). These are intake corrugated steel piping and intake crib steel
framing and plate. LRA Table 2.4-5, "Structural Commodities Components Subject to Aging
Management Reviewv' does not list any components specifically related to the availability of
cooling wtaterfor safe shutdowvn.
Therefore, the applicantis requestedto:
1. List all structures and components depicted in UFSAR Figure 10.6-1 (Circulating Water
System), and any additional structures and components, that are essential to ensure the
availabilityof cooling itaterfor safe shutdown, up to (but not including) the ESJ pumps;
2. Correlate the list developed in response to (a) above with the structures and components
identified in LRA Section 2.4.3 "Evaluation Boundaries";
3. For each listed structure and component, identify the applicable line item in LRA Table 2.4-3
or LRA Table 2.4-5;
4. If it is not included in either of these tables, identify where it is addressedin the LRA;
5. Identify the applicableAMR referencefor each structure and component.
I&M Response to RAI 2.4-3:
The structures and components that are essential to ensure availability of cooling water for safe
shutdown and perform an intended function per 1O CFR54.4(a) are the de-icing tunnels,

discharge.tunnels, forebay, intake cribs, intake pipe, screenhouse, and traveling screens. These
structures and components are depicted in UFSAR Figure 10.6-1 "Circulating Water System."
The structures and components that are not essential to ensure availability of cooling water for
safe shutdown include the sluice gates, roller gates, stop log guides, and the discharge elbows.
Correlation of evaluation boundaries in LRA Section 2.4.3 to line items in LRA Table 2.4-3, and
to structures and/or components/commodities (i.e., aging management review references) in
LRA Table 3.5.2-3 is provided in the table below. All structures and components related to
cooling water availability are correlated to line items in the referenced LRA Tables.
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Item
De-icing
tunnels

Structural components and commodities that
support ESW and CW pumps and intake
piping and those associated with the de-icing
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Line Item in LRA
Tables 2.4-3 and 3.5.2-3
De-icing tunnels

tunnels
Discharge
tunnels

Structural components and commodities from, Discharge tunnels and bays
and including, the discharge tunnels up to, and
including, the discharge jets and those
associated with the discharge tunnels

Forebay

Screenhouse superstructure which houses the Screenhouse forebay bar
ESW and CW pumps, as well as the traveling grille and base
screens, stop logs, and bar grilles and those
associated with the forebay

Intake crib

Structural components and commodities that Intake crib framing and
support ESW and CW pumps and intake plate
piping and those associated with the intake
cribs

Intake crib

Structural components and commodities from, Intake cribs (surrounding
and including, the intake cribs up to but not sacked concrete)
including the ESW and CW pump intake
piping and those associated with the intake
cribs

Intake pipe

Structural components and commodities that Intake corrugated piping
support ESW and CW pumps and intake
piping

Screenhouse

Screenhouse superstructure which houses the Superstructure framing
ESW and CW pumps, as well as the traveling
screens, stop logs, and bar grilles

Screenhouse

Interior and exterior masonry, including Screenhouse below grade
concrete walls and slabs, concrete block walls, walls, beams, and slabs
concrete pads, and embedded equipment
supports

Screenhouse

Interior and exterior masonry, including Screenhouse exterior above
concrete walls and slabs, concrete block walls, grade walls
concrete pads, and embedded equipment
supports
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Item
Screenhouse

ItemEvauatin BundaiesLine
|Evaluation
Boundaris
Interior and exterior masonry, including
concrete walls and slabs, concrete block walls,
concrete pads, and embedded equipment
supports

Item and
in LRA
|Tables 2.4-3
3.5.2-3
Table 2.4-3 - Foundation
mat (turbine building and
screenhouse)
Table 3.5.2-5 - Foundation
mat (screenhouse)

Screenhouse

Screenhouse superstructure which houses the Superstructure steel column
ESW and CW pumps, as well as the traveling concrete encasing
screens, stop logs, and bar grilles

Traveling
screens

Structural components and commodities from,
and including, the intake cribs up to but not
including the CW pump intake piping and
those associated with the traveling screens

Not applicable. The screens
move in order to perform
their function. Since these
components are active, they
are not subject to aging
management review.

RAI 2.4-4:
It is not clear to the staff about the scope of load handling systems included in the D.C. Cook
license renewal scope. LRA Section 2.3.3.12, "Material/EquipmentHandling" and "Refueling",
identify specific cranes that are in the scope of license renewal, and refer to LRA Section 2.4for
the evaluation. LRA Sections 2.4.1, 2.4.2, 2.4.3, and 2.4.5 all identify load handling systems
under "Evalutation Boundaries" and/or in the associated Table 2.4-x. Houwever, there is not a
one-to-one correspondence between all of the cranes listed in LRA Section 2.3.3.12 and the
information in LRA Section 2.4. Also, it is not clear if there are additionalload handlingsystems
in the LR scope and covered by LRA Section 2.4.
With the concerns stated above, the applicant is requested to: (1) provide a listing of all load
handling systems in the LR scope; (2) identify specific components that are subject to an AMR,
for each in-scope load handling system; (3) identify the specific line item in LRA Tables 2.4-1,
2.4-2, or 2.4-5 that covers each component; and (4) identify the applicable AMR reference for
each component.
I&M Response to RAI 2.4-4:
(1) LRA Section 2.3.3.12 provides a general description of the material handling system and
provides a reference to LRA Section 2.4 for cranes that are evaluated as structural
components. Load handling systems that perform an intended function for license renewal
are:
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Ice condenser equipment access end wall cranes
Ice condenser bridge cranes
Polar cranes
Auxiliary building cranes
Spent fuel cranes
Emergency diesel generator cranes
Auxiliary building hoists:
- Motor driven and turbine driven auxiliary feed pump room manual hoists
- Reactor coolant filter and seal water return filter hoists
- Concentrates, seal water injection, and ion exchange filters hoists
- Reciprocating charging pump room hoists
- Centrifugal charging pump room hoists
- Safety injection pump room hoists
- Containment spray pump room hoists
- Residual heat removal pump room hoists
- Main steam stop enclosure hoists
- Recirculation valve enclosure hoists

(2) Crane rails, girders, and their associated supports and anchorages are subject to aging
management review for all in-scope load handling systems.
(3) The following table provides the cross-reference to specific line items in LRA tables.
Load Handling System
Ice condenser equipment access
end wall cranes
Ice condenser bridge cranes
Polar cranes
Auxiliary building cranes
Spent fuel cranes
Emergency diesel generator
cranes
Auxiliary building hoists listed
in response to sub-part (1) of
this question

LRA Table Cross Reference
Table 2.4-1 and
Table 3.5.2-1
Table 2.4-1 and
Table 3.5.2-1
Table 2.4-1 and
Table 3.5.2-1
Table 2.4-2 and
Table 3.5.2-2
Table 2.4-2 and
Table 3.5.2-2
Table 2.4-2 and
Table 3.5.2-2
Table 2.4-5 and
Table 3.5.2-5

Table Line Item
Ice condenser bridge cranes,
crane rails, and supports
Ice condenser bridge cranes,
crane rails, and supports
Polar cranes, crane rails,
and supports
Cranes, rails, and supports
Cranes, rails, and supports
Cranes, rails, and supports
Cranes, rails, and girders

(4) The applicable aging management review reference in the LRA for each component is shown
in the LRA Section 3 tables listed in sub-part (3) of this question.
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RAI 2.4-5:
Section 2.4 of the LRA does not describe the cable feed-through assembly, which is part of
containment electrical penetrations. This assembly serves a pressure boundary intended
finction. Therefore, the applicant is requested to clarify whether the cable feed-through
assembly is in scope or not. If it is in scope, identify the applicable table number and component
name in LRA Section 2.4, and the applicable AMR table member and component name in
LRA Section 3.5. If it is not in scope, provide thejustificationfor its exclusion.
I&M Response to RAI 2.4-5:
LRA Table 2.1.1 identifies electrical portions of electrical and instrumentation and control
penetration assemblies (e.g., electrical penetration assembly cables and connections) as a
commodity group that serves an intended function. The cable feed-through assemblies are part
of these electrical penetrations, and are therefore in scope for license renewal.
As described in LRA Section 2.1.2.3.3, all electrical penetration assemblies (including the cable
feed-through assemblies) are included in the EQ Program. Under the EQ Program, cable
feed-through assemblies are subject to replacement based on a qualified life and thus in
accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(1)(ii) are not subject to aging management review.
In addition to replacing these components based on a qualified life, the EQ Program also
incorporated pressure testing of the cable feed-through assemblies in the qualification of the
electrical containment penetrations. Furthermore, while not subject to aging management
review, electrical penetrations are tested in accordance with the requirements of
10 CFR 50 Appendix J. Steel elements of the penetrations were included in the containment
aging management review as "Containment penetrations (mechanical and electrical)," listed in
LRA Tables 2.4-1 and 3.5.2-1, on pages 2.4-14 and 3.5-28 through 3.5-29.
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Flow Diagrams for the Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, Nuclear Sampling System
(OP-1-5141B-44, OP-1-5141G-2, and OP-2-5141G-2)
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